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Senate passes bill 
to limit war powers 
Warm M.w^h.i. »y o»n» i Poster The warm weather drew many classes to the out-of-doors. Students, heads bent 
e r in concentration, »eem oblivious to the surroundings by the University sign near 
Woosler Street 
WASHINGTON iAP» The Senate 
yeslerday approved. 88-16. a bill to limit 
the president's power to commit U.S. 
armed forces in undeclared wars. 
During II days of Senate debate, the 
bill was described by its sponsors as an 
effort to restore the constitutional 
authority of Congress to participate in 
war-making decisions 
OPPOSED BY the Nixon 
administration, the bill now goes to the 
I'ouse to an uncertain fate. 
The House passed without debate 
last August a weaker resolution 
reaffirming the right of Congress to 
declare war and recognizing the 
authority of the president to move 
without  prior consent  of Congress in 
emergency situations 
The Senate bill would allow the 
president to use the armed fones. 
without approval of Congress, only for 
30 days and only to repel attack on ll S 
territory or armed forces, forestall the 
imminent threat of attack, or rescue 
Americans endangered on foreign soil 
or ships at sea 
CONTINUED USE of the armed 
forces in hostilities beyond 30 days, 
would be permitted without approval of 
Congress only if Congress was 
physically unable to meet or the 
president certified it was ncccssai y I" 
protect disengaging troop* 
The bill exempts hostilities in which 
U.S. troops are now engaged but 
sponsors said it is intended to prevml 
IKS  involvement In another Vietnam 
THE BILL was viewed by its 
opponents as in unconstitutional 
attempt to interfere with the 
president's  power   as  commander in 
chief of the armed forces and his 
constitutional duty to defend the United 
States 
Sen William B Spong Jr (D-Va.l 
floor manager of the bill, said 
regardless of its fate, the Senate debate 
bai Incused on the war powers issue 
and delivered a message to the 
executive branch of the government. 
Health services advisory group 
awaiting OSU pill' policy data 
By Patty Bailey 
Stall Reporter 
The Health Services Advisory 
Committee is waiting for information 
from Ohio State University to be used 
in formulating a proposal for change in 
the no-contraceptive policy at the 
Student Health Center here 
Ohio State recently liberalized its 
policy on the distribution of 
contraceptives on campus 
According to Dr William Baxter, 
chairman of the Health Services 
Advisory Committee, the committee 
plans to present a proposal for change 
in the policy here to the University 
Board of Trustees as soon as it has 
sufficient data 
Dr James Olms. director of the 
center, issued a statement in 1969 
concerning the University's policy on 
contraceptive dispensing 
The statement read "It is not in the 
healing operation of the Student 
Medical Center to provide 
contraceptive devices or medications 
since these have no relationship to 
illness or prevention of illness " 
The policy is still in effect. 
Yesterday Dr Olms said he still 
upholds the policy 
THE HEALTH Services Advisory 
Committee asked the vice president for 
student affairs at OSU to provide 
pertinent information which has been 
gathered to support OSU's recent 
action, particularly legal opinions 
regarding the issue 
Dr Baxter explained the change in 
policy was announced through that 
office. He added that he doesn't know 
when to expect the information, or even 
if he will receive it 
If not. Dr Baxter said he will have to 
obtain the information in some other 
way. probably through a trip to OSU 
The issue has been informally 
presented to the Board of Trustees 
Due to this action the board will now 
probably make the final decision as to 
whether or not the policy will be 
liberalized 
There is some question as to whether 
or not this decision should be made by 
the board, since the issue is basically a 
medical decision The health center is 
not required to take other medical 
decisions to the board for approval 
However. Dr Baxter said if there are 
no legal hassles involved to 
differentiate this from any other type 
of decision, it raises the question of 
whether health center should have to go 
before the board for approval of other 
medical decisions 
Since the office of student affairs has 
institutional control over the Health 
Center, acting dean of students. 
Kayetla Paulsen will probably have to 
approve the policy before it can go to 
the Board of Trustees, according to Dr 
Baxter 
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Black Culture Week 
Today 
Theme for the day is "The Motherland " 
I p.m.. Amani-Two films, "Portrait in Black and White" and 
" Heritage of Slavery 
6 p.m.. northeast cafeteria of Commons dining hall-African dinner 
featuring meals from three African nations Entertainment provided by 
the African  Dance Band of Chicago and the Caribbean   Harps of 
neve,and Tomorrow 
10 30 am to 2 30 p in . Men's Gym-Festival for 100 orphans from the 
Miami Children's Home in Maumee 
1030 p m. to 3 a.m.. Men's Clym-Afro Ball featuring Mark Four Plus 
Two of Toledo. 
All week- A display by Black artists will be featured in the Amani 
Journalism Week 
Today 
11:15 a.m., 208 I'.inn.i Hall-A videotape presentation. "Kent 1970: 
Covering the Confrontation ' Greg Favre. former managing editor of the 
Dayton Daily News and one of the persons interviewed in the program, 
will be on hand to discuss the Kent coverage The program may also be 
seen on Channel 3. closed circuit TV 
4 p.m.. Holiday Inn, IVrrysburg- Kegistration for the Sigma Delta Chi 
region 4 conference 
7pm. Holiday Inn-Initiation of new Sigma Delta (hi members 
tomorrow 
9.30 am , Holiday Inn-Panel discussion. "Is There Really a New 
Journalism''" with Joseph J O Conor, executive editor. Toledo Blade; 
Frank Angelo. associate executive editor. Detroit Free Press; James 
Daubel. executive editor, Fremont News-Messenger; and editors of the 
student newspapers at the University of Toledo. Ohio University and 
Bowling Green 
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University understaffed-Coffman 
The University is understaffed by 9 8 
full-time professors this year, 
according to Board of Regents 
standards, and that figure will rise to 
22.3 next year because of increased 
enrollment. 
The faculty member deficiency was 
pointed out in a report by Dr Stanley 
Cuff man. provost, at the last 
University Budget Council meeting 
DR. COFFMAN requested an 
allocation of $267,000 in next year's 
budget to cover the cost of hiring new 
instructors 
He said enrollment on campus next 
year   will    increase    by   about   250 
students. 150 of whom will be freshmen 
The increase in students will in turn 
result in about 3.750 student credit 
hours distributed among the 
baccalaureate professional programs, 
the baccalaureate general programs 
and general studies 
Although Board of Regents staffing 
standards are different for each of 
these programs. Dr. Coffman said the 
application of an intermediate 
standard-one full-time equivalent 
(FTE) faculty member per 300 credit 
hours-would show a need for 12 5 more 
instructors next year. 
Assuming   an   average   salary   of 
$12,000 for the resulting total of 22.3 
new faculty positions. $267,000 would be 
required 
MICHAEL Ferrari, coordinator of 
planning and budgeting, said no action 
of any kind has been taken to hire more 
faculty members 
The report was simply part of a 
process to determine our needs for next 
year and to firm up figures for a 
budget." he said 
Each area in the University has 
submitted figures projecting a budget 
for next year The need for more 
teachers is based on costs, averages, 
the number of faculty members and the 
number of students enrolled in 15 hours 
of classes, he said 
The $267,000 figure would be 
submitted to the Board of Trustees as 
part of next year's proposed budget, 
although he said he "doubts very 
much" the money will come through. 
He also said the increase of 250 
students to the current enrollment does 
not make much difference, despite the 
imposed ceiling of 15.000 students for 
the University. 
"The Board of Regents would stop us 
if they thought we were too far out of 
line with the enrollment ceiling." he 
said. 
Karma seeks additional help 
In their first week of operation, 
Karma counselors have been 
"moderately busy" helping with some 
of the administrative tasks, according 
to Dr. Marvin Kumler. associate 
professor of psychology 
Dr Kumler. director of counseling 
services for the drop-in drug center, 
said counselors are helping to inform 
people about screen and training 
sessions 
HE SAID he is still screening some 
Hathaway 
cancels 
The Donny Hathaway concert 
scheduled for Saturday night has 
been canceled due to his illness. No 
replacement has been found at this 
time 
Students who purchased tickets 
in 405 Student Services Bldg. must 
be reimbursed there and those who 
purchased tickets at the Union box 
office must be reimbursed there. 
applicants. More training sessions are 
also slated to begin Monday night and 
will probably continue throughout the 
rest of spring quarter, he said 
As of Wednesday night, three drug 
samples had been brought to the center 
for analysis, he said 
Karma has also received phone calls 
and people have come in during the 
week. 
"We even had one person come in 
before we opened. The majority of calls 
have been for information about 
drugs," he said. 
However. Dr. Kumler said Karma is 
facing problems concerning manpower 
and money. 
"THE ORIGINAL crew of 29 people 
has to put in an immense amount of 
time to keep Karma open 24 hours a 
day. We need a larger pool of 
volunteers so that no one volunteer has 
to put in so much lime,   he said. 
"The majority of counselors are 
college students who won't be here this 
summer." he added 
Dr. Kumler said the center is 
spending over $200 on fixed expenses- 
rent and phone bills. 
The center's phones are hooked up 
through an intercom system »those of 
Crisis Phone. With this system, calls 
can be transferred to either service 
without making the caller hang up. he 
said 
"Although both services are totally 
independent of each other, both use 
phones and sometimes we i Karma I get 
calls  that aren't appropriate to  the 
service." he said. 
Karma is located at 525 Pike St. and 
is open 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week The phone number is 352-BACK 
(352-22251 
Astronauts prepare 
for Sunday blastoff 
CAPE KENNEDY. Fla (API - With 
the start of their moon journey two 
days away, the Apollo 16 astronauts 
spent yesterday taking a refresher 
course in geology and rehearsing some 
scientific tasks they will perform in 
lunar orbit 
The countdown was on schedule for 
Sunday's blastoff at 12:54 p.m. EST. 
and the National Weather Service said 
the Saturn 5 booster rocket would get 
away in good weather, perhaps just 
ahead of afternoon thundershowers. 
During their 13 months of training for 
this flight. John W. Young. Charles M. 
Duke Jr and Thomas K Mattingly II 
devoted 35 to 40 per cent of their time to 
geology, particular) in volcanic 
terrain. 
THIS WAS to equip them for man's 
first visit to the moon's mountainous 
highlands, where their prime objective 
is to find evidence that the moon once 
was torn by volcanic eruptions, just 
like the earth, some four billion years 
ago 
During their three trips outside the 
lunar lander. Young and Duke also hope 
to pick up samples of the moon's 
primordial crust from the Descartes 
region. 
That region is believed to have 
largely escaped meteors that heavily 
scarred the rest of the lunar surface. 
South Vietnamese soldiers and civilians look over a 
Soviet-made T-S4 tank captured from the North 
Vietnamese near Dong Ha. For other coverage on 
Vietnam, see "Porter reveals peace talk offer,'  p.3. 
2/ThoiO New., Friday, April 14. 197? 
plan early 
The Toledo Made landed on President Hollis A MiKire Jr. 
Tuesday lor using "high pressure maneuvering to serve his own 
ends' in obtaining money for planning new University facilities in 
the next six years 
The president may have pressured legislators for more funds, 
but before The Made condemns such action, we suggest it take a 
hard look at the Board of Regents Master Plan which led to the 
controversy 
The plan places great emphasis on urban universities, at the 
expenseol residential schools. 
We don t doubt that urban schools must receive extra attention 
in the next lew years to accommodate the large number ol city 
youth who must be given the opportunity for a higher education 
Hul to completely ignore four large residential universities in 
the process is asinine 
The regents may think they can ignore planning for residential 
school: now. but five or 10 years from now when the number ol 
Students seeking admission to a college is too large for the 
expanded urban schools and the stunted growth of residential 
schools, the public may have only one question lor the regents. 
Why the hell weren't you planning for this increase years ago'' 
coed darrow 
II University officials are going to continue insisting that 
sophomore students must reside on campus, it is good to know 
programs like Darrow Hall, the coeducational dormitory are in 
existence 
Students will be signing up for their dormitory preferences 
during the next few weeks Needless In mention, the success and 
Inline ol the coed dormitory on this campus will depend on 
student enthusiasm for Darrow Pall If lew students sign up, then 
administrators can only come to the conclusion this University 
does not need or is not ready for a coeducational living unit 
If you are skeptical of the atmosphere in Darrow Pall, why 
not talk to the students and resident advisors who live there and 
get the first hand information from them? 
If there is a lack of interest in Darrow these next few weeks, 
the contemporary dormitory program may be abandoned If this 
happens, we would be taking a definite step backwards 
opinion 
sbo notes 
coming events 
By Dennis E. Petlae 
Coordinator of Communications 
Editor's Note: "SBO Notes" Is a 
weekly column designed to Inform 
the University community of 
programs and activities sponsored 
by the Student Body Organisation 
The new officers and stall of the 
Student Body Organization iSBOl 
have been working diligently this 
quarter in efforts ii> bring the 
Student body a wide variety of 
■•vents    as well as  Involving more 
students in University activities 
Chns McCraeken, coordinator of 
cultural affairs said he plans to 
bung Julian Beck and Judith Malina 
to campus on Tuesday. April 25 
They are Ihe founders of the Living 
Theatre, an oft Broadway playhouse 
in New York 
Malina and Berk will conduct an 
open dialogue on April 25 at 8 p in in 
115     Education     building      The 
presentation is free and open to the 
public 
McCraeken has officially 
announced that Chuck Berry will be 
heir    in    concert     The    concert. 
sponsored by Cultural Boost and 
slii i w ill be held in Anderson Arena 
on Monday  May 1 at8p in 
Tickets are two dollars and will go 
on sale Monday April 17 at the 
Union ticket office and at 405 
Student Services building There 
Will be a limited supply ol  tickets 
available al the door 
VICE PRESIDENT Craig 
Taliaferro said Kennie Davis of the 
Chicago Eight conspiracy trial will 
be on campus May 4 and 5 
l.ili.ilerro also said a member of the 
I'arnsburg Seven iBerngan 
cot tpiracy trial i will be here on the 
sam. two days, but he has no 
indication who it will be 
No formal presentations are 
planned for Davis, but he will be 
present at a memorial service for 
the Kent State Four on May 4 in the 
Grand Ballroom beginning at 7:30 
p in On May 5 he will be available 
tor seminars and informal rap 
sessions 
Any student or (acuity member 
interested in having Davis appear in 
their class on May 5 should contact 
Taliaferro al 4or> Student Services or 
..ill ;I72-2951 
Bill Arnold, coordinator of 
academic affairs, said the 
nominations for Ihe distinguished 
teacher awards musl be turned in 
today Any professor, honoi.m 
society or student may submit one 
name of a professor that he feels is 
deserving ol this award 
Arnold   is   also   working   on   the 
modification ol Ihe foreign language 
requirements 
Arnold said he is currentlj 
awaiting in Bashore's committee 
report on recommended changes for 
loreign       language       group 
requirements, 
PRESIDENT JEFF Sherman 
said that the new student "Hot 
Sheet' will be available in the 
dorms within the next two weeks 
According to Sherman, the "Hoi 
Sheet" is a continuation ol the 
existing Complaint. Comment and 
Compliment line 1172 2951 
The sheet has been designed to 
give students an opportunity to get 
some ol their urgent problems 
solved quickly Sherman said more 
details will  be available when the 
sheet comes oul 
Turning to student involvement. 
Sherman said more student 
involvement on University 
committees and councils as well as 
SBO's boards and committees is 
needed 
He said many positions are still 
open because not enough students 
have applied for them 
Also, the Student Representative 
to the Board of Trustees. Pete 
Kotsalos. is now in the process ol 
lornung a staff to work closer with 
him for better representation of 
student goals and aims 
Any student interested in working 
for SBO or Kotsatos should contact 
the Student Activities office, 405 
Student Services 
ATTENTION HUBERT HUMPHREY SUPPORTERS 
The BG News will publish a column on each presidential 
candidate on the Ohio ballot two weeks before the May 2 primary 
We need a student, faculty member or administrator who is 
supporting Sen Humphrey for president, to write a column that 
will be published on ihe editorial page prior to the primary 
Please stop in The BG News office. 106 University Hall or call 
372-2003 if you are interested 
rote, university-same goals? 
By Kathy Frase 
Editor 
During last springs anti-ROTC 
demonstrations, protestors continually 
charged that the two ROTC programs 
here are not consistent with the goals of 
the University. 
Because of the demonstrations. 
Academic Council assigned the College 
of Business Administration Curriculum 
Committee to study the ROTC programs. 
After months of deliberation, the 
committee finally submitted its report to 
Academic Council. One of its main 
findings was that the concept of ROTC is 
consistent with University goals. 
Unfortunately, the committee failed to 
define "University goals." 
Last week Academic Council reviewed 
the first portion of the committee's 
report Although it would not endorse the 
finding concerning goals as it was 
written by the curriculum committee, it 
agreed the ROTC programs are "not 
inconsistent" with University goals-a 
fine display of semantic acrobatics. 
BUT ACADEMIC Council also failed to 
define University goals 
The two ROTC programs have 
released reports defining the objectives 
of the Army and Air Force programs 
Although no one as yet has bothered to 
define the goals of the University, by 
keeping the ROTC goals in mind, we can 
make  some  guesses   about   what   the 
curriculum committee and Academic 
Council believe our goals are. 
Both groups said the primary goal of 
their programs is to prepare students as 
commissioned officers in the Air Force 
or Army. 
If the University is to be viewed as an 
institution dedicated to producing 
professionals in many fields, perhaps 
this goal could be considered consistent 
with University objectives However, 
some diehard academicians are sure to 
gnash their teeth at the thought of the 
University as nothing more than a 
degree mill. 
But that's still missing the entire point 
of the objection to ROTC Training 
professionals is fine-but what disturbs 
anti-ROTC people is what ROTC 
professionals will be doing once they 
leave the University. 
ROTC IS A small part of the gigantic- 
organization that is still overrunning 
Indochina and no matter how much 
President Nixon would like to downplay 
the war during this election year, it still 
exists and many people are still repulsed 
by it. 
War is destruction In the minds of 
many people, if the University advocates 
training officers to perpetuate war. then 
it is also supporting destruction. Is that 
what the University is all about'' 
Army ROTC states another goal is to 
provide the student with a general 
knowledge of the historical development 
of the United States Army. 
That's acceptable We have a lot of 
history courses here. No reason why we 
can't have a course on the history of the 
Army 
But both departments throw in phrases 
about supporting national "interests" or 
"objectives." Taking that one step 
farther, the curriculum committee and 
Academic Council apparently believe the 
goal of the University is to support 
national interests. 
I'm not condemning national interests 
per se. but what about thoughtfully 
considering and weighing all the 
possibilities to determine the "national 
interests'" Does support mean blindly 
accepting what someone else has already 
labeled our "national interests?" 
THAT WAS what part of the 
demonstrating and marching was all 
about last spring--thoughtless 
acceptance of what others tell us is so. 
If the University is merely to 
"support" interests, then it's in a sad. 
sad state 
The Air Force ROTC report stated that 
another goal is to "heighten each cadet's 
appreciation of and dedication to 
American principles." 
Taking that at face value, we could say 
most of the courses here are 
theoretically designed to heighten our 
appreciation of certain subjects. 
But "dedication to American 
principles' once again brings out the 
argument about thoughtfully 
determining on an individual basis what 
is right and what is wrong. 
Why is the goal just to 
"heighten...dedication to American 
principles?" Why not definmg and 
evaluating those elusive phrases about 
principles and the American way? 
If the goals of ROTC are consistent 
with the goals of the University, then all 
of us are to heighten our dedication to 
American principles But what happens 
ui the case of these people who don't 
agree with those principles or who 
believe in them but think the government 
is only paying lip service to them? 
ARE WE STILL to support them, right 
or wrong'' 
Perhaps all this conjecture about the 
goals of the University is way off base 
Perhaps none of the hypothetical 
University goals mentioned here exist. 
Perhaps....but the curriculum 
committee won't tell us what the goals of 
the University are Academic Council 
won't tell us 
All we know is both groups believe the 
concept of ROTC is consistent (or "not 
inconsistent." depending on what report 
you read) with the goals of the 
University. 
If University goals are consistent with 
ROTC goals, then we can only assume 
that the definition of one set of goals can 
also apply to another set--at least until 
someone tells us differently 
The ROTC programs have publicly 
stated their objectives. It's time the 
University did likewise. 
'THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION COMMITTEE FUND DRIVE WOULD LIKE $500,000 
LGTTPf9 AND A PARACHUTE!' 
explains athletic complex 
This letter does not seek to take issue 
with (he editorial position 
."WORTHLESS"I taken by The BG 
News with respect to a new "complex" 
i for physical education, intramurals. 
intercollegiate athletics for men and 
women I but does seek to correct some 
gross errors in reporting and rationale 
related toil 
Obviously the writers for The BG 
News have never seen the proposed 
program for the complex. Their 
information upon which they made 
judgements was possibly procured as the 
result of sloppy interviewing and poorly 
based conjecture 
THE PHASE I program" twhich is a 
long way from becoming a reality I has 
been submitted It certainly is not a 
"pet" of the intercollegiate athletic 
element. 
It was submitted by a committee 
which I chaired consisting of men and 
women physical education specialists 
and several University administrators. 
It responded to a charge from Dr 
Jerome "to program the facilities that 
should be constructed to alleviate gross 
inadequacies currently experienced in 
health and physical education programs, 
especially aquatic It is anticipated that 
this phase will be used by men and 
women for programs related to 
instruction, intramurals. intercollegiate 
competition and recreation." 
I'm sure Dr. Jerome felt he was 
responding to student needs and wants 
when he initiated this exploring action. It 
conveys a basic premise held by the 
committee that it is a building for 
student participation 
IT SEEKS TO provide facilities 
equally for men and women It stems out 
of a judgment that Bowling Green State 
University is very inadequate in indoor 
sport and athletic recreation facilities. 
certainly as compared to institutions 
with which Bowling Green likes to 
compare itself 
It reflects a philosophy which still sees 
the contemporary American university 
of quality as fostering the inclusion of the 
sports and games of our culture in its 
educational environment 
It is not spectator oriented It 
recommends the inclusion of many 
traditional type classrooms which might 
be used by the entire University 
community It seeks to narrow the 
facilities disparity between the highly 
skilled varsity athlete and the common 
every day student who needs a place to 
play, express himself 
The "program" proposed in this 
report, and the requested facilities to 
implement it, stems from these 
premises and basic assumptions If these 
are not sound and if the preponderence of 
students reject these contentions, then 
"move over, Ed.. I'm in your corner.too 
• Let's K o the proposal together!" 
AND THE STADIUM | which you call a 
"financial fiasco" and grossly 
underestimate its use) came into being 
as it was forced from the center of the 
campus to make room for the Library. 
the Education Building and the new- 
Business Administration Building 
And a structure of any less magnitude 
would be equally vulnerable to the 
charge of inadequate planning tor 
Bowling Green State University unless, 
of course, you want intercollegiate 
football to be abolished t a position which 
I could accept as more defensible than 
the one you are taking in your editorial) 
However, my concern is for your 
attack on an entirely different kind of 
building whose relationship one to the 
other is only casual. This you should have 
really checked out before you "blasted.'' 
HOWEVER. WE may both be 
■jousting     with    windmills"     The 
immediate possibilities of acquiring a 
physical education complex to meet 
students needs in today's economic 
climate are quite remote, particularly if 
the students are not eager for it. 
The Performing Arts Center seems to 
have worked its way to die top of the 
priorities And well it might 
But values and priorities of student 
generations change.   My prediction  is 
that when you and I have departed the 
campus scene, the idea for a building of 
the kind you seek to impede will be 
resurrected. 
And it will be done. Because students, 
faculty, administration and legislators 
want it. 
Samuel M Cooper. Chairman 
Men's Health and Physical Education 
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'Beauty, brotherhood, still exist' 
Th. 1G N.w,. Ftid-y, Apr* 14, 1971/fm^» 3 
Ruby Dee: 'we're a miracle people' 
Bjrlai. 
Ruby Dee is going about 
the business of being black 
She said her energies are 
.being directed in terms of 
herself as an actress of the 
black people, rather than 
just as an actress 
"People are gorgeous you 
understand, but I make my 
choice." said the actress 
Ms Dee. who was on 
campus yesterday as a part 
of Black Culture Week, told 
a crowd of about 60 persons 
in the Amani Room. "Black 
is beautiful' is a goal, not a 
reality I come struggling 
for a black perspective I do 
not come with it. 
"I think that we're a 
miracle people." said Ms. 
Dee She explained that the 
miracle is that even with all 
the degradation black 
people have suffered, 
"beauty, brotherhood and a 
love for each other" still 
exist. 
Art work by Jomei Burgats, University 
student, is among the exhibits being 
displayed oil this week in the Amani as part 
of Block Culture Week. 
But Ms Dee warned. 
"We've still got a battle 
before us to keep the rot out 
I want to be about black 
"Being black is being 
beautiful because Us being 
honest It's a kind of 
accepting ourselves Before 
we can accept others, we 
must accept each other." 
said Ms Dee 
The whole struggle in my 
life has been to feel like I 
came from a people 1 want 
to be a projection, a 
reflection." she said 
Ms. Dee said she was 
happy to see that films are 
finally beginning to bo made 
about "what makes black 
people tick " In films of the 
past, "we weren't permitted 
to explain ourselves because 
we were commodities lor a 
white market." she said 
Women HPE 
majors to hold 
meeting Mon. 
There will be a meeting 
Monday night at 7 in the 
Perry Room for all women 
physical education majors 
Also, men majors interested 
in elementary school 
physical education are asked 
to attend 
The purpose of the 
meeting is to assist students 
in finding ways to 
implement and take 
advantage of the new- 
physical education 
curriculum to begin in 1972- 
73. 
'Our thoughts were 
expressed by white 
writers," said the actress 
She said black people were 
portrayed only as they were 
effective in a white 
community, rather than as 
how they related to each 
other 
"We are a totally different 
kind of people." said Ms 
Dee She said the job of the 
new films will be to capture 
that    "different   character 
Art display 
next week 
The works of black 
artist Richard Rogers, a 
former    University 
student, will be on 
display April 17 and 18 
from 10 am to 4 p.m in 
the Historical Suite. 
Union 
Some    ol    Rogers' 
works can now be seen 
at various places on the 
University campus i'is 
latest creation is his 
portrait of Paul 
Lawrence Dunbar on 
display in Dunbar Pall 
Featured in this 
current collection will 
be several innovations 
Rogers      had    created 
while    here   al   the 
University The display, 
sponsored by Kcnyatla 
Enterprises and Alpha 
Phi Alpha fraternity, is 
free and open to the 
public 
and flavor " 
The actress said, "I don't 
think we'll ever do 
something like a black 
version of Gone With The 
Wind " She said the new 
films should be a digging 
up of our values " 
"In order to break a 
stereotype, you've got to 
know what you re about," 
said Ms Dee "We've got to 
look deen." 
Ms Dee and her husband 
OtSie Davis are active in 
work with orphans, the fight 
against drug addiction. 
Angola Davis' case, and 
many other areas within the 
black communities. 
Our rolo has been a hop 
skip jump." said Ms Dee 
She said celebrities are often 
called upon for a variety of 
tasks "The question 1 ask 
myself is Pow do 1. before I 
die,  change  the  picture," 
said Ms Dee 
"Love and trust are 
valid." said Ms Dee But 
she added, "If the black man 
is serious about the change, 
he's going to have to put 
back his white woman That 
won't work out with the 
revolution 
"We've been giants of 
women all through history, 
and we've got to hang in 
there a little longer." said 
Ms Dee "We've got to stay 
with our men through this 
ineuualitv." 
"Let us not look down our 
noses at anyone else's 
struggle." she warned "We 
struggle the best we know- 
how." 
"Look al what the 
brothers and sisters have 
come through Don't 
stereotype, wo are victims 
of stereotypes, said Ms 
Dee 
"••-wkoi. by Owx I, fuUer 
Ruby Dee spoke in the Amani yesterday as 
part of Black Culture Week and said she is 
directing her energies toward being an 
actress of the block people. 
Voter office to conduct 
campus attitude survey 
The Office of Voter 
Facilitation will bo 
surveying campus next week 
to determine an "accurate 
view of voter attitudes 
among Bowling Green Stale 
University students 
"We want to see if the 
students have felt the sting 
of responsibility." Greg 
Jackson, director of the 
office said 
Porter reveals peace talk offer 
PARIS I APi - IS 
Ambassador William J 
Porter disclosed yesterdav 
that President Nixon made a 
secret offer April 1 to 
resume the Paris peace 
talks 
"I can reveal to you for the 
first time that after a 
thorough review of the 
situation President Nixon 
on April Impersonally 
directed that a message be 
sent through a private 
channel to the other side 
stating our willingness to 
resume the Paris talks on 
April 13. Porter told 
reporters 
"The only response to this 
overture came in the form 
of a mushrooming invasion 
of the Republic of South 
Vietnam by North 
Vietnamese troops " 
NIXON   BROKE  off  the 
talks March 23 The North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
from that moment on 
demanded that new regular 
sessions be held 
Porter said of the 
Communist demands that 
"the thought of meetings at 
gun-point, which would also 
waste time, is even less 
icceptable 
Neither he nor his 
spokesman   would   discuss 
the possibility ol now private 
meetings 
Nixon's secret effort to get 
the talks moving as North 
Vietnamese troops began 
invading South Vietnam 
across the demilitarized 
zone may have been 
accompanied by conditions 
the  Communist   side   held 
unacceptable 
THIS WAS indicated in a 
ttatetnenl issued by three 
members of the Frenoh- 
Vietnamese Friendship 
Society They saw the North 
Vietnamese Politburo 
member. Lo Due Tho. in 
Panoi April 7. a week after 
Nixon put his meeting 
proposal through the private 
channel 
Also see "Troop balMap 
watched" and "Bombers hit 
aorth ol Saigea." page S; 
"Ontclali expect attach oa 
Hue" and "GI balk' dealed 
"agaia,"pagel. 
The survey will be 
coordinated    by    Michael 
Ferrari, University 
coordinator of planning and 
budgeting 
Jackson said the survey 
should reveal some of the 
reasons why students might 
register to vote in the city 
and provide accurate 
registration figures Pe said 
the   785   figure   recently 
released by the Wood County 
Hoard of (elections on 
student registration in tho 
city  is incorrect. 
"HOW CAN the Board of 
Elections tell if you're a 
student or a gas station 
attendant?" Jackson said 
McCracken & James 
Fri. & Sat. - Apr.  14 & 15 
8:30 P.M. -12:30 A.M. 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW 
*M*     « <»j      Alpine Village 
Jilrttt a Restaurant 
117 N. Main      353-0512 
Downtown Bowling (irten 
S&ggSQgy&g&ggg 
Big N Cafeteria 
All You Can Eat. 
Every Friday 
PERCH 
DINNERS 
Deep Fried Fillet 
Tartar Sauce 
French Fried Potatoes 
Crisp Cole Slaw 
Fresh Roll & Butter 
ONLY 
$1.29 
Served from 4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m. 
1010 S Main   Open 10-10 Daily - Saaday 11-6 
THE ARMY R0TC TWO YEAR 
PROGRAM OFFERS $100.00 A 
MONTH FOR TWO YEARS 
PLUS $687.60 A MONTH 
ON ACTIVE DUTY AS A 
SECOND LIEUTENANT 
INTERESTED? 
Sophomores 
And Seniors 
planning to attend graduate school 
should call 372-2476 or come to 
Room 151 Memorial Hall 
ARMY ROTC   The more you look 
at it the BETTER IT LOOKS 
A nrve) by (he University 
estimated that about 1.300 
students wore registered in 
the city while the Board of 
Elections contends that a 
little more than half of that. 
785. were registered for the 
May 2 primary 
Jackson also said the 
survey is constructed to 
determine if the voter 
office is ■ effectively doing 
its job on campus " 
Tho office originated from 
recommendations made by 
tho First Year of tho 
Franchise Committee, an ad 
hoc group that studied tho 
role of the University in 
assisting    students    to 
exercise thou newly .ujuirod 
voting rights 
The office has sponsored a 
voter registration drive and 
assisted students with 
absentee ballots tho past 
quarter 
JOIN 
Theta Alpha Phi 
WITH 
Alice In 
Wonderland 
APRIL 15 & 16 
< 
LOWER THE SKIRT 
That's how juniors 
see the new and 
dazzling sweep of 
fashion..with 
fascinating new rev 
elations for Girl- 
watchers in yummy 
prints as well as 
solid purple and 
this luscious solid 
white, all Arne 
jersey. 
SIZES 5 to 13 
$ 22 
USE YOUR 
LOBBY 
CHARGE 
105 S. MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN, BOWLING GREEN 
4 Th. »G Ntwi. Frkioy, April 14, 1972 
Women's movement traced 
Ms. Luscomb airs 'lib' views 
By Au Hofbauer 
Staff Reporter 
Florence H. Luscomb 
began her career in the 
women's movemenl at the 
age of five when she 
attended a National 
•American Women Suffrage 
•Association Convention with 
her mother, a delegate, in 
•MR 
: Ms Luscomb gave a 
.presentation last night 
"•tracing the beginning of 
'tin- women's movemenl and 
Changes in the status of 
'women up to 1920 
• -She also aired her views on 
(jfe presenl women's 
.•Wieialion movement in her 
jijfeech. sponsored by 
;t.'xj"'i inirnt.il Studies and 
'iiitlur.il Boost 
MEMORIAL HALL 
2 5 
•- OFFICE rn 
$5.50 
ALSO 
APPEARING 
*% 
Ms Luscomb has been an 
active campaigner for 
women's rights all her life 
and worked to achieve 
suffrage for women 
At the time she became 
interested in women's 
rights, "the only issue was 
that criminals, (he insane 
and women did not have the 
right to vote.'' she said 
HOWEVER. Ms Luscomb 
said. "I am troubled by the 
fact that the movement 
seems to be concentrating 
chiefly on the abortion 
issue " 
She said although she 
to be a good 
movement is 
neglecting working women 
Ms Luscomb said the 
neglect is not just in terms 
of day care centers, but that 
women are not getting equal 
pay for equal work or 
promotions to better paying, 
more interesting jobs 
According to government 
figures, 46 per cent  of all 
considers  it 
issue,    the 
women of working age have 
to work, she said 
These women have to 
work because they are 
unmarried, widowed, 
divorced or separated or 
have husbands who can't 
totally support their 
families, she explained. 
Ms. Luscomb said the 
average pay for these 
women is 58 per cent of what 
men get and the average pay 
for black women is 49 per 
cent 
"THAT MEANS bitter 
hardship and very bitter 
injustice for working 
women I think it affects a 
much larger number of 
women than the abortion 
issue But I don't want to say 
that we shouldn't fight for 
the abortion issue, too." she 
said 
Ms Luscomb said she 
thinks the movement has to 
grow and build. She said she 
doesn't think it can get basic 
fundamental changes 
overnight. 
"You   have   to   educate 
larger members of the 
population and get their 
support. I think tactics like 
those used for getting the 
female vote could be used 
for this." she said. 
Ms. Luscomb 
recommended passing out 
leaflets ("small ones-if 
they're too long people won't 
bother to read them"), 
canvassing and petitioning. 
"A petition is a good excuse 
for sitting down and 
discussing the issues." she 
said. 
"One thing that worries 
me is hearing women's 
liberation people speaking 
antagonistically against 
men, using very offensive 
language." Ms Luscomb 
said. 
SHE SAID she thinks the 
movement has to get the 
men on its side 
"Women got the vote 
because the men voted for it. 
They wouldn't have done it if 
we'd gone out and denounced 
them It's not a help to the 
women's cause, but a 
harm," she said 
"There are men that are 
giving very good help to the 
women's movement and 
there will be many more of 
them." she said 
Ms. Luscomb received a 
degree in architecture from 
the Massachusettes Institute 
of Technology in 1909, and is 
a charter member of the 
League of Women Voters 
and the United Office and 
Professional Workers of 
America local union in 
Boston. 
Woman's 
rights 
Florence Luscomb, women's rights odvocato, spoke on campus 
yesterday about her involvement in the women's movement. 
Mt. luscomb was active in the campaign to obtain the right to 
vote for her sex. 
Orientation program revised 
— LAST YEARS SANDALS NEED 
SOME EXPERT ATTENTION? 
Bring your forlorn footwear to Briggs' 
We do fine work at a sensible price 
BRIGGS' SHOE REPAIR 
The Red Barn behind f he Stale 
Savings Bank on S. Main 
In the past a typical 
freshman orientation session 
consisted of little more than 
a pile of printed materials 
read aloud by an orientation 
leader to a classroom filled 
with new students. 
However. Gregg DeCrane. 
program coordinator for this 
year's orientation sessions, 
hopes to "humanize" the 
freshmen's introduction to 
campus 
l!e said the Counseling 
Center has agreed to 
cooperate in a training 
program in group 
interaction    methods   for 
prospective     orientation 
leaders 
The old process of 
selecting orientation leaders 
on the basis of the number of 
organizations to which they 
belong is also to be 
discontinued, he said 
BBTTB DaVIS 
ERRBST 
B0RGNIN6 
"THIS    TIME    we    are 
looking for people who have 
some leadership experience 
and agree they will go 
through at least a five-hour 
training session'' this 
quarter, tesaid 
Instead of assigning 
freshmen to orientation 
groups in alphabetical order. 
DeCrane said the 
University will assign a 
student to another freshman 
in his college Each group 
will consist of 32 freshmen. 
DeCrane also plans to 
form an advisory group of 10 
persons to assist orientation 
leaders     with    difficult 
questions If a student's 
question can not be 
answered immediately, a 
member of (he group will 
personally contact him as 
soon as the answer is 
obtained 
We're starting from 
scratch and trying to build a 
completely new program, 
which can't be done in one 
year." he said 
However, he said he is 
confident that within 
another year the program 
will reach a point where it 
can offer freshmen 
everything they need to 
know but may have been 
hesitant to ask in the past. 
The A D Pi's would 
like to congratulate 
DEBBIE GALATI 
1972 Alpha Tau Omega Sweetheart 
L&L. 
YOUR SISTERS 
ilTJtilLl.llHL. 
SERVICE IS AN 
ART WITH US 
When you need top imported 
(or American) car care, trust it 
to us. We'll handle it quickly, 
efficiently, and economically. 
Spencer Auto Service 
420 Clough St.-Ph. 353-0171 
Vassarette 
fTSYD 
sh 0, 
0 W n 
Colorful Nylon Tricot Con 
Hasting coloi binding 
Colors Blueberry Blue. 
Daisy Yellow Sues 7 to 
13. 
$7.00 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
Th. M Nm, Friday, April 14. »»71/Tw— % 
Reporter happens to be female 
ByGaleBofle 
EalcnatmnMat Editor 
"I'm a reporter who 
happens to be female. I'm 
not a woman who happens to 
be a reporter." said Christy 
Bulkeley. political reporter 
(or the Rochester. NY. 
Times-Union, during a 
speech Wednesday night. 
Ms. Bulkeley s speech on 
the progress of women in 
communications was part of 
Journalism Week activities 
According     to     Ms 
Bulkeley. it is possible for 
women to enter journalism 
in some capacity other than 
as secretaries or women's 
page writers and. if they 
want, to move up through 
the ranks and be recognized 
for their abilities and 
achievements. 
THE    REASONS    for 
women's lack of 
achievement in journalism 
are the same as in most 
other businesses-- 
"discrimination by men and 
women's own acceptance of 
lesser roles and failure to set 
their sights higher." she 
said 
Ms. Bulkeley read a letter 
from  a  New  York  public 
relations man as an example 
of some men's attitudes 
toward women. 
He said women, whether 
married or single, ask for 
more time off than men. He 
also thought women saw 
their work as an "interim 
occupation" until they 
married 
Pregnancy is another 
hiring obstacle for a woman 
because the company loses 
its training investment in 
her if she does have a child 
But Ms Bulkeley said. 
"The only women I know 
who get pregnant, are the 
ones  who  are  bored   with 
their jobs and are afraid to 
tell     their    bosses." 
THE OTHER TWO 
reasons the man gave for not 
hiring women were 
moodiness due to a woman's 
"cycle" and natural 
selection. Because the 
prettiest and brightest 
women get husbands and big 
houses, the rejects have to 
look for jobs, he said. 
"The combination of 
archaic ideas and poor 
management illustrated by 
the letter would be enough to 
keep most people from ever 
getting to the top of any 
business," she said 
However, Ms Bulkeley 
said there were two sides to 
the problem She illustrated 
this point with the story of a 
woman who complained to 
her about a paper that had no 
women on the city desk, and 
paid women on the women's 
pages smaller salaries 
When asked what the 
Newspaper Guild was doing 
about the situation, the 
woman said nothing In fact, 
she said the problem had 
never even been discussed, 
even though she personally 
sat on the negotiating unit. 
A    CLASSIC 
women   who. 
Activists form network 
Troop buildup watched 
CAMBRIDGE.     Mass 
iAPi - A handful of antiwar 
activists, drawn together in 
the past week by the 
escalation of hostilities in 
Indochina, has established a 
telephone network to 
monitor the buildup of 
American forces 
Operating from offices of 
other antiwar groups to 
which most of them also 
belong, the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Military 
Buildup has supplied to news 
media since last Saturday 
detailed information on the 
buildup    of    U.S.    forces 
Nixon in Canada 
to visit Trudeau 
OTTAWA (API - President Nixon arrived in the Canadian 
capital late yesterday for a three-day visit aimed at 
improving the atmosphere between the two traditional allies 
now divided by serious economic difficulties 
The presidential party, including Ms Nixon, presidential 
advisor Henry A Kissinger and Secretary of State William 
P Rogers, was welcomed by Prime Minister Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau at Uplands. Canadian air force base, outside 
Ottawa 
Nixon flew to Canada after spending the day at Camp 
David, in Maryland's Catoctin Mountains, completing work 
on the speech he will deliver today before the Canadian 
Parliament 
The President's address, more than his limited private 
discussions with Trudeau. is expected to determine whether 
the visit will halt the deterioration in U.S.-Canadian 
relations 
intended to counter the 
current North Vietnamese 
offensive. 
Information provided by 
the committee, and later 
confirmed by independent 
sources, includes movement 
of ships, men and planes 
from bases in Florida. 
Virginia. California and 
Hawaii and stepped-up 
activity at bases in the 
Phillippines and in Japan. 
THE PENTAGON will not 
confirm troop movements 
Some of the group's 
information cannot be 
confirmed But much of it 
has. 
The information 
disseminated around-the- 
clock by the antiwar 
activists comes from 
sources at coffee houses and 
antimilitary movements 
near military bases in this 
country and abroad 
Much of the material is 
supplied by draftees and 
other military men who 
privately tell antiwar 
activists everything they 
know, the committee says. 
"We   are  doing  this   so 
people will know what is 
happening." one committee 
member said. 
"If they know the real 
truth, maybe they'll know 
what we are really doing 
about Vietnam." 
"SHE'S 
example of 
throughout their lives, have 
been conditioned to accept 
the once-traditional roles, 
the once-traditional second 
class citizenship, without 
ever raising an eyebrow or 
questioning the system." 
Ms Bulkeley said 
"But those of you entering 
the profession of journalism 
today, male and female, will 
have to spend less time and 
energy overcoming the old 
ideas and prejudices and will 
be able to spend more time 
and energy on improving the 
product and doing the job 
right" 
J-VVeefe Christie  Bulkeley   political reporter for  th. Rochester (N.Y.) 
Times-Union,    took*    to    a   group   in    the    Alumni     Room 
Wednesday on women in journalism. 
Bombers hit north of Saigon 
SAIGON (AP) - Wave* of U.S. 
bombers carpeted the An Loc battle 
field with fire and explosives 
yesterday, trying to smash enemy 
assaults that captured part of the 
provincial capital north of Saigon 
The government troops there were 
surrounded and in danger of being 
overrun. 
"There's a perimeter on the 
southern edge of town. That's about 
the only friendly place in this whole 
country up here," a U.S. pilot flying 
over the battleground radioed. 
Enemy troops and tanks, 
apparently at the price of heavy 
losses, braved all the bombs, bullets 
and shells that could be brought to 
bear on them and drove deep into 
the town. 60 miles north of Saigon. 
Field    reports    said    thev    also 
captured a nearby airfield, making 
resupply and reinforcement of the 
12 000 government troops, or what 
was left of them, extremely 
harzardous 
ABOUT M,m North Vietnamese 
troops arereported committed to the 
battle just south of the Cambodian 
border. Earlier they seized two 
nearby district headquarters 
For the North Vietnamese, the 
capture of a provincial capital would 
be the high point so far in their 15- 
day-old offensive. President Nguyen 
Van Thieu has ordered An Loc held 
at all costs, fearful of the effect the 
town's capture would have on the 
morale of his soldiers and civilians 
loyal to his regime 
Fifteen miles to the south of An 
Loc. a 20.00O-man armor and 
infantry rescue force remained 
stalled in the face of enemy fire 
Commanders said they could not 
advance because of enemy 
resistance, a factor totally 
disregarded by the enemy just to the 
north. 
One U.S. advisor voiced 
impatience with the government 
commanders, saying: "I wonder 
why we stay bogged down here " 
AS THE situation deteriorated 
hourly, some quarters in Saigon 
expressed belief the senior U.S. 
advisor in the region had 
underestimated the enemy, 
somthing the allies often have done 
in the past 
Maj        Gen.      James      F. 
Hollingsworth. senior advisor for 
the 3rd military region, which 
surrounds Saigon, said Tuesday 
after earlier battling that the enemy 
had "failed miserably" in their 
attempts to take An Loc with enemy 
survivors put "on the run to 
Cambodia " He had predicted the 
huge government relief force would 
arrive in An Loc by Wednesday. 
All available airpower was thrown 
into the battle yesterday in the hope 
that aerial bombardment would 
prevent defeat. 
U.S. pilots, in exchanges of radio 
conversations, told of bombing 
factories and a village near An Loc. 
There were no reports on numbers 
of casualties on either side they 
were expected to be high. 
WE'VE "LOST OUR LEASE 11 
SO...WE'RE HAVING ONE LAST 
GIGANTIC SALE!!   EVERYTHING MUST GO 
/  
v 1 These Great Men's Savings V Ong From    NOW 
Suits $100.00   $39.99 
Sport Coats $ 55.00   $19.99 E 
Knit Slacks $ 18.00   $ 8.99 
Shirts $ 12.00   $ 5.99 UP TO 
Knit Shirts $    7.50   $ 1.99 ^^^^ 
Shoes $ 17.00   $12.75 To/ 
Jackets $ 13.00    $ 7.99 /•%/o 
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Slacks 
Skirts 
Knit Tops 
Sandals 
Swim Suits 
Jeans 
Orig. From    NOW 
$14.00    $10.49 
$13.00 
$12.00 
$ 8.00 
$14.00 
$15.00 
$ 8.00 
$ 1.99 
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$ 2.99 
$ 8.99 
$11.25 
$ 5.99 
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STORE HOURS M-F 10-1:30 - SAT. 10:00 600 
532 E. WOOSTER ST. B.G. BMK»MimC»AO 
Thank You For 10 Enjoyable Years At This Location 
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Ms. Eckman outlines goals for advisees 
Instructors plan guidance program 
By Ntocy Weatlck 
Frustration often 
surrounds the college 
graduate looking (or a job. 
especially if that graduate 
(aces a saturated job 
market 
The problem becomes 
even'worse if he graduates 
with "" definite career goals 
in mind or with a degree in a 
subject that bores him. 
MARTHA Eckman. 
recently appointed advisor 
to undergraduates majoring 
or minoring in Knglinsh. 
plans to do something about 
that problem 
She said the goal for her 
advisees  is  "an enjoyable 
career, rewarding in 
community services, 
financially profitable, where 
they won't wake up at 35 and 
realize they hate the work 
they're doing." 
Ms Eckman and 0. Lee 
Caldwell. associate advisor, 
are meeting now with 
personnel from the 
placement office. 
Counseling (.'enter and other 
campus service centers to 
create a closer working 
relationship among all 
offices for the benefit of 
undergraduate English 
students. 
Ms Eckman said she 
hopes to have 
representatives of all offices 
available  to  help students 
adjust to the fluctuating job 
market 
The advisors are also 
planning to initiate a series 
of two-week, non-credit 
career seminars to expand 
student awareness of job 
opportunities 
REPRESENTATIVES   of 
special interests areas, such 
as the reading clinic, Ethnic 
Studies, placement office 
and local industry, would 
team-teach undergraduate 
volunteers 
"The short seminars can 
introduce students to a wide 
variety ol career 
opportunities open to 
English majors and 
eliminate the notion that 
everyone who is an English 
major or minor must 
necessarily go into 
teaching." Ms. Eckman 
said 
William    Roil,    junior 
IA&S), an undergraduate 
representative to the 
English department central 
advising committee, plans to 
survey alumni who were 
English majors to determine 
i( the education they 
received prepared them for 
their jobs. 
The English department is 
also revising its approach to 
freshman English courses. 
An undergraduate writing 
laboratory was re- 
established this spring for 
students with writing 
problems. Special sections 
of freshman English will 
also be scheduled. 
MS. ECKMAN said the 
new program will be a "nuts 
and bolts" approach to 
writing because a basic skill 
in writing can benefit all 
students planning careers, 
regardless of their majors. 
She said she also hopes to 
reduce the students' frantic 
search for classes and a 
major. 
"One faculty member has 
expressed the student's 
predicament as one in which 
he looks through a super- 
market of courses, trying to 
find the best buys to fit his 
career plans." she said. 
"Unfortunately, such a 
haphazard procedure can 
lead to indigestible 
preparation for today's job 
market " 
Ms. Eckman said she 
graduated from college 
without the benefits of 
vocational counseling. 
"As a result, I did 
accounting and auditing 
work for 15 years before it 
occured to me that 1 
preferred literature," she 
said 
HER PERSONAL interest 
will be to help students avoid 
similar mistakes, she said. 
"With all the wonderful 
service centers on this 
campus, and with all the 
well-qualified people in so 
many specialized fields, the 
possibilities for the student 
look unlimited. 
"All students should be 
able to design a flexible 
career program, find 
several fields in which they 
have some talent, and plan 
life-styles which will be 
challenging for them all the 
rest of their lives," she said. 
Ms. Eckman urged all 
English undergraduates to 
visit the Advising Center in 
214 University Kail for 
academic advising and 
career counseling. 
Th. University Theotr. production of low- 
Carroll'* "Alieo in Wonoorland" n sthodolod 
for this weekend 
Gl 'balk' denied again 
FUCKS 
The Arrangement 
$1.00 
U.A.O. 
6:00 and 
10:30 
VIVA MAX 
FREE 
6:00 and 
10:30 
U. HALL MAIN AUDITORIUM 
DA NANG, Vietnam (API - A high-ranking 
U.S. officer repeated yesterday an official 
U.S. Command denial that U.S. infantrymen 
balked for a time at taking to the field when 
ordered. 
The officer said of the reported incident 
Wednesday: "When the order was given by 
their sergeant, there was not a single 
hesitation on anybody's part to get aboard 
those trucks and move out." 
The officer said he got his information from 
the commander of the battalion-some of 
whose men. newsmen reported, had balked 
initially at going into the field because they 
feared   enemy  booby  traps  and   possible 
overwhelming attacks 
THE U.S. officer, in making the new 
denial, said he could not let his name be used 
because of standing orders on such things 
from the U.S. Command in Saigon 
Newsmen who said they witnessed the 
incident said men from one U.S. company, 
when ordered to move into the field outside 
Phu Bai. 60 miles south of the demilitarized 
zone, had to be persuaded for nearly an hour 
before they boarded their trucks. 
One platoon of about 45 men held even 
longer, the newsmen said 
The sound of 
the seventies. 
Chomp1 A McDonald s Cheeseburger. Fresh, good-for-you 
cheese A pure beef patlie A lender bun Tastes as good as it sounds. 
1050 S MAIN MCDonaM Qo 
SAVINGS 
FRIDAY ONLY 
9:30 A.M.- 
9:00 P.M. 
20% off 
on   all 
junior 
dresses 
in The Cage! 
long, short, hot pants and 
jacket dresses in crepe. 
cotton. Arnel or polyester. 
(Reg. Prices $15 to $40) 
LAS,\LLE*S 
Officials expect 
attack on Hue 
WASHINGTON (API - American officials are expecting 
the North Vietnamese "to take a swipe'' at the ancient 
imperial capital of Hue in the next few days, an attack 
viewed as a major test of President Nixon's Vietnamization 
program. 
Predicting a real battle between the North Vietnamese 
324th Division in league with elements of the 304th and the 1st 
South Vietnamese Division.one military expert said the 
fighting "will be the final examination of Vietnamization." 
The officials said the 1st Division is the best in South 
Vietnam's army and they point out the unit has not been 
committed to battle in the current fighting, leaving it ready 
to go. 
One source, citing captured North Vietnamese documents 
and testimony from prisoners, says Hanoi hopes to capture 
Hue and other cities in an effort to incite a countryside 
uprising, undermine the Saigon government and play on 
antiwar sentiments within the United States. 
3UC 30C SOC S0C 
CLEARANCE SALE 
BIG FAT SHIRT SALE 
Vl PRICE 
■GANT. SERO. THE DEN BRAND 
OPEN TILL 8:00 
JEANS - CASUAL SLACKS 
Vi PRICE 
MALE — LEE — KAZOO 
THE DEN WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 
8:00 P.M. THIS THURS. & FRI. NIGHTS 
ONLY - FOR THIS SPECIAL SALE 
THE DEN 
) 1972 Jos Schlitz Slewing Co. Milwaukee and olhei gieal cilies. 
ARIES. 
MARCH 21-APRIL 19 
Don't slow down, Aries. 
ScWIfx Malt Liquor 
will keep up with you. 
.-(j^ To say you're independent would be an under- 
/"" f1 slatemeni You do exactly what you want And 
A./—2& vou sav P'«cis«ly what you think. Your candor 
>S^ mighl even offend people-it it weren't mellowed 
by your irresistable friendliness and innocent exuberance 
Chances are it was your boundless curiosity that led you 
to Schlitz Malt Liquor. Taurus the Bull Schlitz Malt Liquor 
is the drink with a spirit to match your own. 
Stay bold. Aries. You'll never have to slow your pace lor 
Taurus the Bull Schlitz Malt Liquor is right there with you 
Nobody m.k.. mall liquor Ilk. Schliti. Nobody. 
Lisa- 
Float yourself into oblivion 
at the convention Friday - 
Get a good sleep in the 
Max Factor bed Saturday- 
Then Sunday you ought 
to be ready to have the best 
b-day in the whole world I 
. I & k. The Staff 
^k :*K MM IB MM— MM—    ,   MM' 
HHOOHLl 
THEATflF 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE     tf,   ftA 
BGSU WELCOME - I.D.t NEC.     «> ■ -UU 
SUNDAY - OPENING 'TIL 3 P.M. II.M 
EM M 7:21 IH   Set Sn. M 2:10. 3 SO. 5 35. 7 20. 0 20 
"A JOLLY GOOD TIME!" 
— L.A. Harold E**" 
'It's a joy to be able to sit back and relax with 
some perfectly silly old-fashioned lowdown 
humor. The jokes and gags are nonstop." 
— L * Timtt 
CARRYOH 
CAMPING 
-AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL...-.  [S] kl COLO* U_j 
Th. §G N.w,, Friday. AM >4, ym/fmfi 7 
Mopes mission is not his last 
Astronaut to tie space record 
ips 
ByBcsFuk 
Aisoclated Pmi Writer 
SPACE CENTER, 
tbuston i APi - Although 
.bhn W Young will tie a 
record on Apollo 16 by 
making his fourth trip into 
space, the 41-year-old astro- 
naut says be hopes the 
mission is not his last. 
I expect to be in the 
space program until they 
kick me out.'' says Young, a 
N»\ y captain who flew twice 
in the Gemini program. 
Circled the moon on Apollo 
10 and will go all the way to a 
lunar landing as commander 
ol Apollo 16 The mission is 
scheduled for launch 
Sunday 
CREWS   FOR   all  of   the 
scheduled space missions 
have already been selected, 
but Young believes his 
country   will   not   abandon 
manned ipaMfligbl after all 
it hai done 
its inconceivable to me 
thai we're going to be 
technological copouts." he 
said 
John Young was born in 
San Francisco, but raised in 
Orlando. Kla , and considers 
the smaller lown home 
I'e was an outstanding 
student and athlete in high 
school and like many of the 
astronauts, was attracted to 
flying while still a teen-ager 
Young majored in 
aeronautical engineering at 
Georgia Institute of 
Technology and also enlisted 
in the Navy ROTC   I'e went 
right into the Navy alter 
graduation in 1952 and within 
seven years was a Navy test 
pilot 
IN 1*2, Young set two 
world records which still 
stand for "scrambling" an 
interceptor jet He set the 
first by roaring from a 
standstill on a runway to an 
altitude of 9.280 feet in 34 
seconds aboard a Phantom 
jet fighter. The second 
record was (or an altitude 
of 80.000 feet 
The Navy pilot became an 
astronaut in 1962 and has 
since contributed as much to 
the lore and legend of the 
space corps as he has to the 
technology of flying in 
space 
Young hides a first-class 
mind behind a folksy facade 
of dry wit. mildly mangled 
grammar and a deadpan 
delivery. 
The astronaut takes a 
simple, direct approach to 
engineering problems which 
occasionally has made the 
complex studies used by 
most engineers appear a 
little silly 
ONE EXAMPLE concerns 
the problem of shaving in 
space For years engineers 
spent thousands of dollars on 
various shaving devices 
which would not only cut the 
beard but sweep up the cut 
whiskers and keep them 
from floating around in the 
a spacecraft 
On Apollo 10, Young solved 
the whole problem with a 
safety razor, some thick 
lather and a tissue He 
theorized that the lather 
would hold the cut whiskers, 
and the lather could then be 
blotted up with the tissue 
He was right 
Young   will   be   at   the 
controls  of  the  Apollo  16 
lunar module for man's fifth 
landing on the moon With 
him will be Charles M Duke 
Jr 
The command module 
pilot on the mission is 
Thomas K Mattingly II who 
will remain in lunar orbit 
aboard the command ship. 
Both Mattingly and Duke are 
space rookies 
During three days on the 
moon. Young and Duke will 
make three explorations 
using a battery-powered car. 
YOUNG WILL be at the 
car's controls, although he 
claims tc be "a terrible 
driver." 
"To train us for the 
rougher terrain on this 
mission, they prepared a 
sort of obstacle course," 
said the astronaut in mock 
seriousness "They told me I 
was doing pretty good the 
other day I only hit five 
logs, three rocks, an orange 
and a lizard I didn't see the 
lizard " 
*?""S«- 
^ w   ' 
Migrants 
>   . r 
•-     > ■      « 
_ 
Thouiandi of Canadian gaeie flooded the James River Valley 
of North Dakota recently as thay hooded to their summer 
feeding grounds in northern Canada. 
Discipline measure nixed 
Scott Shepord, a graduate assistant in 
speech, is making a film documentary on 
University playwright John Scott's works 
whkh will bo performed in May. 
WASHINGTON (API-The 
Senate Democratic 
Conference rejected 
yesterday a party discipline 
measure aimed at Sen 
James O Eastland of 
Mississippi and at senators 
who support a third-or 
fourth-party presidential 
candidate 
By a vote of 29 to 20 the 
Democrats turned down a 
proposal by Sens Fred R 
Harris of Oklahoma and 
Hubert H Humphrey of 
Minnesota that would have 
tightened parly discipline by 
Gilly statement mentions Boyle 
imposing a penalty of loss 
of seniority on Democrats 
who disobeyed party 
directives 
THE    CONFERENCE 
agreed on another proposal 
by Harris to require that at 
least halt of all Senate 
Democrats appointed to a 
House-Senate conference 
committee be on record in 
favor of the position taken by 
the Senate on the 
amendment in question 
The move resulted 
partially from last session's 
conferences in which Senate 
conferees backed down from 
the Senate  position on  an 
end-the-war resolution and a 
resolution on the supersonic 
transport. 
The party loyalty oath was 
prepared by Harris and 
Humphrey-two of the three 
members appointed by 
Senate Majority Leader 
Mike Mansfield to study 
reform of Democratic party 
procedures in the Senate. 
EASTLAND, WHO is up 
for re-election this year, 
could come under fire 
because he is the candidate 
of the Regular Democratic 
party of Mississippi, which 
lost  its  seat   at   the   1968 
WASHINGTON. Pa   lAPl 
Annette    Gilly,    who 
confessed    involvement   in 
the  1969  Yablonski  family 
murders  says she was told 
the union" was behind the 
Slaying! and that they had 
been approved specifically 
by the "big man 
To me. that meant Tony 
Bovle. President, United 
Mine Workers i I'MWl." the 
blonde, 31-year-old 
Cleveland housewife said in 
a statement read yesterday 
in Washington County Court 
The union's general 
counsel. Fdward I. Carey, 
issued a statement denying 
any complicity of Boyle or 
other I'MW members in the 
Yablonski slayings Boyle 
refused to speak with 
newsmen but in the past has 
denied involvement 
UMW     INSURGENT 
Joseph      A Jock'' 
Yablonski.      59.   his   wife 
Margaret   57. and their 25- 
year-old daughter Charlotte 
were shot to death while 
sleeping before dawn Dec 
31. 1969. at their home in 
nearby Clarksville 
Yablonski had just lost a 
bitter election for the 
UMW's presidency to Boyle 
and was about to testify 
before a federal grand jury 
in Washington. DC, that 
was looking into UMW 
activities 
The government has 
charged that the principal 
motive for his death was to 
prevent him from appearing 
before the grand jury and 
that his wife's and 
daughter's killings were 
incidental 
MS. GILLY'S statement 
contained a half-dozen 
references to the union, but 
there were no further 
references to Boyle. She did 
not explain why she 
concluded that the words 
big man" meant Boyle 
The statement was read by 
an FBI agent-Ms. Gilly was 
not present at a pretrial 
hearing for Silous 
Huddleston. 63. of 
LaFollette Tenn , Ms 
Gilly's father. Huddleston is 
a retired coal miner and 
former president of a UMW 
local within the union's 
District 19. which embraces 
parts of Eastern Tennessee 
and Kentucky. 
Besides Boyle, it 
mentioned the last names of 
two    men,     Titler''    and 
"Owens." 
They were not identified 
further, but a George Titler 
is vice president of the 
UMW, and a John Owens is 
the union's secretary- 
treasurer 
THE STATEMENT also 
mentioned two others-Albert 
Pass of Middlesboro, Ky., a 
member of the UMW's board 
and secretary-treasurer of 
District 19; and William 
Jackson Prate. 52. of 
LaFollette. Tenn. a field 
representative for District 
19. 
Prater was arrested in 
Tennessee by the FBI 
Wednesday on federal 
conspiracy charges in the 
killings after he was indicted 
by a federal grand jury in 
Pittsburgh, making him the 
sixth person person in 
custody in the case. He 
agiccd    yesterday    to    be 
taken to Pittsburgh to face 
the charges. 
After conferring with 
union leaders, Carey said 
Ms Gilly's statement, on the 
basis of excerpts reported by 
the press, was "extremely 
vague" He said the term 
"Mr. Big" could apply to 
many persons. 
TAsJoEwEcmEEZ 
11 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 
• 6 Flavors of Dip Toppings 
• Hot Sandwiches 
• Frozen Custard 
- Choc. I Vanilla 
1040 N. MAIN 
• Coffee 
• Cold Beverages 
"Bicycle Oof 
for some 
refreshment" 
FALCON PIZZA 
BONANZA 
— ORDER A 12" OR 16" 
PIZZA 
WITH YOUR 4 FAVORITE 
ITEMS AND PAY 
FOR ONLY TWO— 
THAT'S RIGHT! ANY 4 ITEMS 
FOR THE PRICE OF 2. 
(OFFER GOOD AT THE FALCON UNTIL SAT. APRIL 15. 1972) 
FOR FAST. HOT DELIVERY OF PIZZAS & SURS 
CALL 352-1215 OR 354-9933 
FALCON PIZZA SH0PPES 
Congratulations 
MARYANN BEDENK 
Alpha Phi Omega Beauty 
and the Beast Winner. 
L&L The AD Pis 
BRIAR HILL 
GOLF COURSE 
Weekdays 
Saturdays 
Sundays 
Holidays 
$2.50 all day 
$3.50 all day 
Rt. 18 in N. Baltimore 
15 Min from B.G. 
Congratulations To All 
The Recent Alpha Gam 
Initiates (Old And New) 
DONNA DUNN EMILY KN0PP     • 
JUDY SHORTS PATH THOMAS 
DEBBIE DUNLAP PATTI CR0NIN 
DEBBIE CABLE SUE P0V0LK0 
PAULA SPENCER SHARON WHITE 
KATHY HORVATH SUE BRENNEMEN 
LAURA RICKLE LEANN ZIMMERMAN 
KIM MOON BECKY HOLLOWAY 
SUMMER WORK 
OHIO 
MEN & WOMEN 
Investigate this opportunity before committing yourself to any summer job. National com- 
pany; excellent pay program with minimum starting pay of $560 per month. Career oppor- 
tunities and part-time development programs during school term for those qualified Car 
necessary. 
NO OBLIGATION! 
PLACE: STUDENT UNION - White Dogwood Suite 
TIME: 4:00 AND 7:00 P.M. 
DATE: M0N. 17th APRIL and TUE. 18th APRIL 1972 
PLEASE BE ON TIME!!! 
FOR THOSE UNABLE TO ATTEND THE INTERVIEW. WRITE: 
D. M. Zaverl 
3821 Prospect Ave. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 
Democratic National 
Convention to the 
predominantly black 
Loyalist Democratic Party. 
Mississippi party leaders 
recognize the Regulars as 
the authentic Democratic 
party, but the national party 
recognizes the Loyalists. 
•N" 
s 
Both factions have 
selected delegates to the 
Democratic National 
Convention in Miami Beach^,*^ 
and. unless recent . 
negotiations between the 
two groups succeed, 
probably will challenge each 
other again for Mississippi's 
seats 
We c.'t aid «"il awn 
■ limited numM' o' 
.malil.r.i tentor or 
<jf .dii.tr lludoil IO 
gain 
admission 
fill   Hi'   VfUiO"   lla-tiig 
laii 1972 m ircogmfrt 
medical 
schools 
overseas 
,. ,. , ■  •- .      ..       ■    :• •• 
AQUtOt   IP- 
Itruction 
I'llHy    in till 
;   If |l i' Ij" 
■ 
■"     i "   Ihy 
i >u"i'v writer* you rtiM MMnd 
rnMfccri • 
For th» qualified lludtnts »vho 
*iih IO pariah* o( inn pro- 
gr.i>" admmion can be sec- 
ured io e r*cog*wed Europe*" 
Mfdicfll School 
group 
interviews 
& seminars 
m the followinj ariii 
Call toll frti 
/.son) ms-ui; 
fur furthrr uifurnfith 
II,nl  til   llljisl, , 
ATLANTA - Sri. A.'.» 
H)dt1HouK lOOOjm 
See Mi (iimait 
CHICAGO -fit. Apr 21 
Pi it boy Towers   i 0 00 am 
See Mr   S<l"a|fi 
COLUMBUS-Thun.Aec 20 
M...<].>, Inn Downtown. I? 00 noon 
Stf Mr   S(rVi|«r 
CORAL CABLES      Sun   *Br 23 
INiivc'sity Inn. 2 30 p m 
Set Mr   l   rnjn 
DALLAS - Sri Apr. 22 
H»i1t Mou«. 900 Ji" 
See M< Silva.*' 
HOUSTON -SK.lp.tl 
Sonrit. Mouse   11 00 a m 
See Mr S<»i*te' 
LAS VEGAS - Men  Apr 24 
Stirduit   I ] 00 am 
SeeMf le.n, 
I A-ANAHEIM -Sri. Apt 27 
M, Jtl House Anaheim. I ( 00 * "* 
SeeH* uMtM 
SAN FRANCISCO - Fri. Apr 21 
Hilton lowers  ! I 00 i m 
See* te.ine 
SAN JUAN. M-l.n. «pi 23 
Cii.beMilton II 30 jm 
until! • inioinMiii'H 
(UROPEAN MEDICAL 
students placement 
3 McKmlev Avenue. 
Albenton   N.V. 11507 
Thin  n  Mil vthttg* f.it ■!/•• 
r^. I Th.KN.wt, Friary, Apr! 14. 197] 
Project aids handicapped 
HPE testing program 
Five University students 
majoring in special and physical 
education are teaching physical 
education to handicapped children 
at Bowling Green's Wood Lane 
School. The program is organized 
through l!PE 470. an independent 
sludy project 
The students spend up to 10 hours 
weekly al the school which has 
about 70 students ranging from six 
to 21 years old Prior to actual 
teaching, students observe clMWI 
(or one week and participate in 
planning sessions 
Delores Black, assistant prolessiir 
ol physical education, advises the 
student teachers al Wood Lane 
The University studenls benefit 
because practical experience is the 
best way for students to learn.'' said 
Ms Black 
THE STUDENTS, along with Ms 
Black and Robert Blackwell. 
assistant professor of special 
education, have devised and are 
administering a testing program at 
Wood Lane 
Test results from Wood Lane and 
two Toledo schools will be used in 
creating a physical education 
program adapted to the handicapped 
child 
Douglas McVey. physical 
education instructor at Wood Lane, 
said having several student teachers 
offers     each     child     more 
individualized instruction. 
"These students are 
compassionate and sensitive to the 
needs and problems of our children 
They try very hard to relate to the 
children, and since they are young, 
can work on a friendship' level with 
many of our older students.'' said 
McVey. 
According to Dr. Annie Clement, 
associate professor of physical 
education, about 25 students are 
involved in independent study this 
quarter l.'PW 470 is open only to 
students who have the educational 
background necessary for an 
independent study project. The 
course carries two to five credit 
hours. 
U.A.O. SIDE DOOR 
PRESENTS: 
John Siebert & Jim Lynch 
THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT 8:30    ONLY 25c 
LAST YEAR 2?000 KIDS 
WERE LOOKING FOR A BETTER PLACE 
TO SLEEP IN EUROPE. 
THIS YEAR TWA OFFERS STUTELPASS. 
If you're planning logo to Europe this summer, 
don't lx' surprised if you find yourself sleeping in 
;in uncomfortable place. 
With more students than ever planning to take 
advantage of low airfares, decent sleeping accom- 
modations are going to In- tough to net. 
Not that back-packing it isn't fun. Mm aftera 
while the ground starts getting kind of hard. 
You could play it safe and make reservations 
lone in advance. Hut that can take all the fun out 
of traveling, since you may want to stay longer in 
one place, less in another, or change your plans 
altogether. 
That's why 1WA has come out with Stutelpass.' 
For only $4.80 a day. you net a decent place to 
sleep, continental breakfasts, tour discounts, 
mail-drop services and more. 
Stutelpass works like this. 
When you purchase your TWA tickets, you can 
also purchase the Stutelpass for 20,40, or 60 davs. 
At only 14.80 a day. 
The Stutelpass booklet contains 20 vouchers, 
which can lx- used every day or every few days. 
In any 50 cities serviced by Stutelpass. If you 
don't use them all. just return them for a refund. 
All you have to do in Europe is either phone or 
visit any one of 12 Stutelpass offices before II I'M 
Tell them whereyou want tOgoand they'll arrange 
everything. 
.   When you get to the guesthouse or student 
hotel, just hand them the voucher. 
There's nothing more to do. 
No taxes to pay. 
No service charges to pay. 
No advance reservations to make. 
And for every 20 vouchers you buy TWA throws 
in fi special vouchers. Which can lx> used for 
tickets to a play in London, the use of a bicycle 
in Amsterdam, tickets to a bullfight in Spain, a 
three-course meal in Venice, tickets totheOlympia 
Music Hall in Paris, a smorgasbord luncheon 
in Copenhagen and more. 
All this for $4.80 a day. 
TWA's Stutelpass. 
Now you don't have to worry about finding a 
decent place to sleep. 
•M,,i,,|..,.. ,. ., ...,u,-i„.ltkmiii..l1 \. t.isi.,',   In    | \\ \ 
r PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION 
ON TVWV's STUTELPASS. 
"I 
I   _   AAHPV^ TWA. PO. Box876   I 
Jry^P^-^Araimmcjdalc. NY. 1171(5   ' 
I "%^»* ' Name 
I Address i 
City 
State Zip                       I 
My TVavel Agent is TLifA    I 
  ooM N.sw _y   I 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE ( i ,f.f     ' 1 Gen 1 NttWfl Corp 
ACROSS           47 Nap.                         23 Do housework. 
1 2 3 4 1 e 7 a S 1 ,0 it 12 i: id ■ 11 ' „ H 1 B 73 
1  Headpieces.               50 Alone:   Stage            25 Man of the hour. 
5 " '  Whoopee."           direction.                    26 Temporary I
24 H B'6 
10 Type of hammer.     51  Cartographer's                money 
14 Geinha's  lanhei.              concern.                            certificate. 
15 Excuse.                    54 Product of               27 Composer 
16 Eastern                              Australia.                          Franck. 
potentate.                   55 Meeting.                     28 Con   
17 Actor  Ralph.            58 Name  akin  to                 (tenderly):   Iul. 
19 Part ol  Arabia.              Nancy.                         29 Cot. 
20 Seine.                           59   Ml).-   concern.        30 Al Capp 
21 Deceptions.               60 Negative verbal              character: 
22 Albee.                                contraction.                      3  words. 
24 Former  Polish         61  Croup.                         31  Unwind. 
lancer.                         62 Nestor*.                       32 Kind of cheese.   | 
26 Electrify.                    63  Dogs and cats.          34  Bundles. 
27 List to one side.                   DOWN               37 Simpletons. 
29 Shean.                           1   Maize.                          38 Ancient Chinese 
33 Corundum.                  2  Hero of long-run            poet. 
34 Military cap.                   play.                             40 Reject one's 
35 Code.                             3 Chapeau:  2                      betrothed. 
16 Picturesque                      word*.                          41  Yellow none. 
London quarter.         \ Quiet'                          43 Parts of a 
37 President of the         .1 Maid of Sber-                  theater. 
21 to 1 130 31 ■ 
U ■ ■ ft 
M ■!> B 
<•< B4' 
*/ 
B B 
17 48 49 Bw ■ 52 53 
S4 55 56 57 
>e •1 l SO >i •: a Confederacy.                    wood Forest.             44 Not lower 
38 Son  of Jacob             6 Prisrilla'sspouse.            (than): 2 words, 
and  Leah.                    7 Salute to  the            46   -podge. 
39 Macaw.                              bride.                           47 Did the crawl. 
40 Southrrn                       8  Nigerian native.      48 Hebrides island, 
heverage.                      9 Years of old age.     40 Eternities. 
41 Prevailing                  10 Headgear for            50 Comfortable, 
condition*.                       kings.                           52 Family member. 
42 Storekeeper.              11   Priest  of                    53 Attention-getting 
44 Cactuses.                           Tibet.                                 Bounds. 
45 Ailments.                    12 Not quite closed.     56 Geological 
46 Cet   aboard:              13  Willow shoot.                  period. 
2 word*.                      18 Narrow way.             57 "Big wheel." 
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Friday. April 14 1972 
The Gcotog) t'luh will meet tud.iv al noon in 70 Overman 
Mall l>r John Willard of Toledo Cmv will Id Ik about Pre 
Cambrian Straligraph* of the 1'pper Peninsula Of 
Michigan      Public welcome COfffC will be served 
The Speech Depi will sponsor ,i program lodt) al ^ pin in 
room ZM ol the PBf Arts Mldg J Clifford Curie? will 
speak <>n The Making ol j Local Prune Time Television 
s.i i.s IV is a producer-director from KDKA-TV. in 
Pittsburgh 
The Sonet) tm Creative hnachroniani will meet iiHt.iv at 3 
pin .tt 1014 !•: WoOMCf All I hose ^oing to laiuisville meet al 
/us Ausammenheit 
l>ebha not such a bad day 
alter .ill |tWH the ATO's 
really like their meals 
Congrats on becoming (heir 
sweetheart I..M   Jayne 
I'appy Birthday. Yaht-da 
da1 I'ope vou have a verv 
special daisy day' LoVf 
Ding Dark, and l.ambehops 
Suzanne   congrats on  your 
Beta Alpha     I'hi     pinning 
Now you've got to learn to 
put a pin on' 
Middle Class Youth sponsors Iwo Wall Disney links The 
Sign ol Zorro and Dl Sjm alias the Scarecrow Two 
complete ■nowlnga tonight and tomorrow night at is 00 and 
I DOn301 Paves Pall Donation ot si oo 
Saturdav  April 15 1972 
The (lieu Club will meet LUtwdaj from I :»>am to I oo pm 
in thcCommutei (enter 
The Rugby Clab »iii meet al sterling Farm at 12 :io B G 
will play John Carroll lot I malehes 
The Spanish and Kreneh Clubs are sponsoring a dinner at 
i CF .it t> pm Saiurdaj Pleaaa get nor itcketi irom Linda 
Lamb ■ :• IOMI i m Maria Boi RCI 12 5218 i 
Sandie how about that new 
ring' Congratulations on 
vour I*hi I'M Alpha Phi 
engagement 
All religions are One Bahai 
Faith 352-5888 
Paving a Party Kent Your 
Decoration    BEE    GEE 
Rental!^ 3&2-16tH 
$700 Dave-362-63o« 
Howling (jreen s only 
exclusive recreation room 
Pealed Indoor PoolCai 
Fireplace-Party Room w- 
kitrhen facilities and bar- 
Outside Courtyard w patios 
and ga»> grills-Dance Area 
Locker Rooms all this 
offered by Preferred 
Properties ph 352-9378 or 
352-7324 
12 females to sub apt APR 
FREE 352 6469 352 9278 
after 5 
4233 alter 6 pm 
HOLIDAY TRAVKLCTR 
Airline  Tickets IS 4t  Int I 
140 N Main 352*567 
Apt for summer 2 bedroom 
CHEAP Call 3520723 We 
will accept pennies 
One bedroom apartment 
$142 00 > furnished i Kent free 
April S-May I Call Ed Apt 
55 352 6375 anytime or 
manager 3521195. 2-4 pm 
Roommati'isi needed lor 
summer quarter $150 For 
DM summer utilities paid- 
Dave-353-6523 
Comptoo and BalCbcldrT PalU will hold a beer blasl 
S.iluidav night liom 9 lil pm in Ihe Mam lounge of 
(oinpton Music In Jake Met abe litkets are II 00 at the 
door, 7S< in advance al (oinplon s or Hauhelder s main 
desks 
siiml.iv   \pul |h 1973 
The Campaa BrMfo ciub arUl hold a duplicate match 
Sunday  Iprtl M m the Ohio Suite of the UMon Play will 
beginproiiiptlv.il I 30 pm 
The Scuba t lui> will meet Sunday ai6 30in theNatatonum 
The SatlUMJI Club »i|| meet Sundav at 7 Jflpm   in 203 Paves 
Pail open to all mteretted peraona 
The Rowling Green Uvmnaattci Team is going to sell yo- 
yo sand lops m the I RtOB from 9-3 April 17-21   Price is one 
doll.it 
Phi Mu Panhel Pope 
Marathon Talent Show 
Auditions When April 17. 18 
20. 24 27 Time 7 ' Curry* 
call for vour audition lime 
I.inda2 4186 
(.CITAH SALE onlv 6 left 
rock-bottom clearance 
prices. Little Olde Music 
Shoppe 138 \ Main 352- 
0170 
Plaques trophies, same-dav 
engraving See VATA1N S IN 
N  Main 
Preferred Properties oilers 
exclusive IDs Club and Rec 
venter Model open 7 davs a 
Week 8:. Mon-Cn 15 Sal 
and Sun at 7th & High 41>s 
Club. 352 9378 or 352-7324 
Need   one    M     room male 
immediate!*  Call 354 1283 
1 Bdrm f u i nished 
apartment Immediate 
occupanc* Reasonable Call 
353-3774 after 3 pm 
Preierred Propertiea often 
exclusive 4Ds Club and Re« 
Center M.Mlel open 7 ii.i\s ,, 
wk 8 5 Mon Fn I 5 Sat and 
Sun at 7th A Pigh 41K t'luh 
352-9378 or 352 7C4 
Pomey Sexy Apt to sub 
let 'summer l 2 hedioom 
pool. lreeT\ June Ire.- BJQ 
I all 352 6366 
Would you believe.that you 
could have vour own bed 
room and own bath lor onlv 
135 oo lor the whole summer 
at Winthrop Terrace -352 
9135 
Summer \p,n t ments 
Summer Reduced Rales 
IM *i SU-IV7I 
Why riHim in an apartment 
complex when you can LIVE 
al t.ieenvirw this summer" 
\pl overlooking ;HN.| June 
free laive Thv Neighbor 
and hers and his and 352- 
0459 alter 9 pm or 372 2003 
during the da* 
Preierred Properties Rental 
Office has moved to The 4Ds 
t'luh at the corner of 7th 4 
Pigh For renial into call 
352 9378 or 352-7324 
Fur Rent Summer Quarter 
2-man apartment 352 0139 
Student Apartments The 
Quiet     Ones      353 9863   352 
I9TJ 
V*ant to keep thai nice 
Florida tan'' Try some 
Kanon face Ian to keep vour 
regular tan a little lonner 
Regular 12 each, special 
introductory offer, available 
at Nichols Clothiers only 
now 60 cents 
Student Apartments 
Responsible management 
353 9863 352 1972 
Apt   to sublet summer   Div 
count rates 352-7333 
I-bdrm   apart    sublease lor 
summer June Free 352-7251 
KOHSALtaOHHKNT 
Monday. April 17.197J 
Cheeileading t'linics will he held 7 10 pm in Memorial Pall 
Mondaj rueadaj and lliuraaa) in order to Iryotri for the 
squad a student must attend at least 2ol the clinics 
The Women s Physical Education Club will meat Monday 
at 7 00 pm in the Perry Room ol Ihe I'mon All women 
I.PEmajon andalaomeo majors interested in Klem Sch 
i*h* Kd are welcome to come 
LOS1 \ FOCNI> 
tier man movie camera 
Braun accumulator shaver 
Mann* 2 1691 
Must sell 1969 Triumph 
Spitfire convertible tlood 
condition (all 353-9272 
Female roomie needed now 
till June 15' Cheap- $50 mo 
and close to campus call 
352-0187 
Preferred Properties Rental 
office has moved to The 4Ds 
Club at Ihe corner of 7th & 
Pigh For rental info call 
352 9378 or 352-7324 
Female roommate needed 
for summer in 2 bedroom 
apartments Cheap' $80 00 
for entire summer Call 352- 
7258 
Bowling   Oraen'a   oni* 
exclusive recrealion room 
Peated Indoor Pool-Gas 
Fireplace Pan* Room 
w kitchen lacihlies and bar 
Outside Courtyard w patios 
and gas grills-Dance Area 
Locker Rooms, all this 
offered by Preferred 
Properties ph 352 9378 or 
3527324 
F  t -mate needed immediate 
occupanc*     own   bedroom 
354 9881 Evei 
'63 Chev-Impala. Beige 
w black lop. good 
transportation, call 352-5366 
alter 4 
63 Corvair. must sell. $50. 
353-6612. after 4 00 
3   to   sublet   apl     $70   lor 
summer 2-4111 or 2-5893 
1 or 2 female roommates 
needed Fall quarter 
Cniversitv Village Call 
Leslev 372 4590 
Need 2-4 rmtes Ureenuew 
150 mo 2 bdrm 352 7325 
4-man apt for summ subl 
Free air cond and cable TV 
One block Irom campus Call 
352-7219 
LOST pan ol contact m 
while cast- || tound call I 
5265 Reward oflered 
SERVICES OFFERED 
win     i % p e     theaei 
dissertation term papers 
neatl* and accurate!) 352 
7752 
l m available (« Lawn Work 
cleaning garages . spring 
cleaning' call Tom at 352 
7650 
Piano lessons student of 
Pilda Jones has openings for 
beginners (all Alice 352 
6198 
Ulhls 
Little Ivbbie. congrats on 
being named Alpha Tau 
Omega Sweetheart L4>L 
Sue 
Mar*ann-Lo*e is getting 
engaged Congrats to you 
and Dick on your recent 
engagement The Gamma 
Phis 
70 DINK BCGGY fully 
equip Clave area Call 
Marsha 372 3089 2 4050 for 
Info 
65Che*elle runs good $200 
or best ofler 352-6404 eve 
NEW 9x5 carpet rug will 
get any quad including 
Parsh. Kr and MacD $30 00 
value asking $15 00. 372 1863 
1966 Mustang 289. excellent 
cond best offer • call 352- 
7113 after 5 pm 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta 
hope all rushees enjoyed 
second parties and have a 
great time al Formal 
Desserts 
57 CKEVY. stick. 6 cylnd 
No rust, general good 
condition 352-5039. see at 267 
Vanity Square South, best 
offer 
CAMPUS MANOR behind 
Burger Chef for the finest in 
campus living F'urnished 
complete. FULL secunt* 
system PARKING. SPOPS. 
CLASSROOMS, all at your 
front door Ph 352-9302. 352 
7365 or JU-«uia 
Bowling Green s only 
exclusive recreation room 
Peated Indoor Pool-Gas 
Fireplace-Par tv Room 
w kitchen facilities and bar- 
Outside Courtyard w patios 
and gas grills-Dance Area- 
Locker Rooms all this 
offered bv Preferred 
Properties ph 352-9378 or 
352-7324 
2 bdrm apt    pool  air-cond 
lor 14 people   sum  reduced 
rent 352-7424 
Preferred Properties often 
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec 
Center Model open 7 davs a 
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sal and 
Sun at 7th & Pigh 4Ds Club 
352 9378 or 352 7324 
Two men wanted to share 4- 
man apartment for fall Find 
a good apartment look now 
Chris 372-5130 
Need ride to Kalamatoo 
Mich anv Fn alter 12 noon 
callK*  372 1522 
Need return ride to BG Irom 
DC Apr 10 Will pay Jenny 
2-4306 
Sue We wish to congratulate 
you and D C Dicky on your 
recent engagement We also 
wish you two much luck and 
happiness Love.The Gamma 
Phis 
(ind* We re happy to hear 
you're wearing Parry s Phi 
Psi lavalier Congrats The 
(iamma Phi's 
FOR SALE 1963 Simca 
White. 4 door needs repair 
Best offer call Debt 352 9215 
213Greenview 
Students grad 4 needed lo 
sublet $120 lor summer 
Pool air cond Falcon Apts 
352-6220 mtes 
l»7l   Pinto - Coach Nehlen 
Stadium 22401 Pome 353 1903 
PKRSONALS 
The Gamma Phi's wish to 
thank the Alpha Sig % for 
making the square dance a 
swingin time 
WPY TPROW AWAY 
MONEY on high apt rent- 
Buy your own mobile home 
8x40 trailer 30 ft from 
campus Ideal lor 2 students 
354 10*3 
WANTED' One female lo 
sublet i "Km furnished 
apart Air-cond-pool- 
67 00 mo avail May 15 352- 
0025-after 6 80 
2-bdrm turn mobile home 
lor rent May 1 Call 353-2291 
Sublease new Air Cond 
apartment 5 blocks from 
campus $60 per month Call 
352-6446 nightly 
Rooms & apts for summer 
Rooms for fall-near campus 
ph 352-7365 
IS BSA 650 Excellent cond 
Apt available tor summer 
Cheap* 352 0428 
Summer sublet 2-3 males 
fully furnished plus house- 
wares air cond close to 
campus, reasonable call 353- 
Preferred Properties Rental 
office has moved to The 4Ds 
Club at the comer of 7th & 
Pigh For rental info call 
352 9378 or 352 7324 
KM Apts for grad students 
who need privacy A quiet 
Near campus Renting n*w 
tor summer fc tall 895 ih 
353 8065 
Ih. »G N.w.. F,W«y, AM U, 1973/fea.t 
Palrkio HogMtt, abe« joloitt Ivan TrutUr,  conductor Aarno  Tammnoar, concortmatlor 
Bach Mass to be presented Sunday 
The Collegiate Chorale 
and Univesily Chamber 
Orceslra will present the 
Bach B Minor Mass on 
Sunday at 4 pm in Main 
Auditorium of University 
Kail 
The concert, this year's 
major choral-orchestral 
work, will be part o( the 
Scholarship Series, with pro- 
ceeds going for financial 
assistance to talented music 
students. 
The Mass. in musical 
terms, is used as a setting 
for the unvarying portion of 
the text of Roman liturgy It 
consists   of the    "Kyrie.'' 
"Gloria." •'Credo." 
"Sanctus," and     "Agnus 
Dei" 
THE MASS. composed in 
1733. was written with a view 
to performance of those 
parts of the text sung in 
Lutheran churches. In Sun- 
day's concert, only the 
"Kyrie" and "Gloria" will 
be presented 
This Mass reveals Bach 
at the peak of his choral and 
instrumental compositional 
powers It is one of the most 
moving works ever to be per- 
formed for the Scholarship 
Series." said Dr Ivan 
Trusler. professor of music 
and conductor 
Guest artist will be Rose- 
mary Russel. a member of 
the music faculty at the 
University of Michigan 
Featured faculty soloists 
include     Virginia    Starr. 
assistant professor of 
performance studies, 
soprano; Rex Kikuin. asso- 
ciate professor of perform- 
ance studies, tenor: and 
Andreas Poulimenos. 
instructor of voice, bass 
STUDENT    SOLOISTS 
include Anne Gerten, junior 
lMusic) who will sing the 
alto aria "QuiSedes." Aame 
Tammisaar. senior i Music i 
and  concertmaster  of   the 
Chamber Orchestra, will be 
featured on violin with the 
soprano soloist in the aria. 
LaudamousTe " 
Nancy   Kraft,   freshman 
Mu-  Ed.), will be the fea- 
tured flute soloist. I'al Hog- 
sell, junior (Mus Ed. I, the 
featured oboeist. and Carol 
Waschak. freshman iMus 
Ed. I. the bassoon soloist 
Admission is $1 for stu- 
dents and J2.50 for adults 
Tickets will be available at 
the door or reservations can 
be made by calling 372-2045 
Band conference slated 
University trio 
to perform Wed. 
The Creative Arts Trio of 
the School of Music will per- 
form in concert Wednesday. 
April 19 at 8 15 p.m. in 
Recital fall. School of 
Music 
Trio members are all 
instructors in the Univer- 
sity's Creative Arts Pro- 
gram and include Kay 
Moore, piano, Linda 
Laderach. violin, and Mary 
Howard, cello. 
Ms Moore is a graduate of 
Oberlin Conservatory of 
Music and has also studied 
at the Salzburg i Austria I 
Mozarteum She is coordina- 
BGSU professor 
to play Detroit 
benefit concert 
Dr Walter Baker, 
associate professor of 
performance studies. School 
of Music, will perform 
Sunday in a benefit concert 
for the Detroit Community 
Music School 
A pianist. Dr. Baker will 
join two musicians in 
presenting a program of 
works by Haydn. Chopin, and 
Ravel 
The concert is scheduled 
to begin at 3 p m in the 
Detroit Art Institute Lecture 
Hall 
German film 
to be shown 
over TV-70 
The Cabinet of Dr 
Caligari." Robert Wiene's 
surrealistic movie about a 
traveling hypnotist sus- 
pected of murder, will be 
shown tonight at 8:30 on 
Channel 70 as part of the 
Public Broadcasting Service 
Film Odyssey series. 
The film was made in Ger- 
many in 1919. 
CAMPUS WIDE 
BEER 
BLAST! 
APRIL 15 
9-12 
MUSIC BY 
'Jake 
McCabe" 
BATCHEIDER S 
MAIN LOUNGE 
75c ADV  SI 00 DOOR 
tor of the piano program in 
the Creative Arts Program. 
Ms Laderach has been 
string specialist for the 
Toledo Public Schools for 
several years. She has 
appeared as violin soloist 
with the Toledo Youth 
Orchestra, the Toledo Sym- 
phony and the Indiana 
University Concert Orches- 
tra. She is the violin instruc- 
tor in the Creative Arts Pro- 
gram. 
Ms Howard has been a 
member of the St. Louis 
Symphony and the Toledo 
Symphony where she 
appeared as soloist for two 
seasons. She is currently on 
the staff of the Maumee 
Valley Country Day School 
and instructor of cello in the 
Creative Arts Program. 
The groups will perform 10 
variations on the theme "Ich 
Bin Der Schneider Kakadu." 
OP 121A by Beethoven: 
"Trio." by Piston: and 
"Trio. OP 49 1 in D Minor." 
by Mendelssohn. 
The concert is free to the 
public 
Chuck Berry 
to appear here 
in May concert 
Chuck Berry will perform 
in concert here Monday. 
May 1 at 8 p.m. in Anderson 
Arena 
Tickets, which are $2. will 
go on sale next Monday in 
The Union Ticket Office and 
405 Student Services Bldg A 
limited number will be 
available at the door. 
The concert is sponsored 
by Cultural Boost and the 
Student Body Organization 
"Happiness is being band 
together" is the theme for 
250 college and university 
bandsmen and women who 
will assemble in Bowling 
Green this weekend. April 
1416 
The BGSU chapters of 
Kappa Kappa Psi. national 
honorary band fraternity, 
and Tau Beta Sigma, 
national honorary band 
sorority, will host the Dis- 
trict VII Biennial Con- 
ference for the two national 
organizations The con- 
ference will bring together 
college musicians from 17 
schools in Ohio, Indiana. 
Michigan and Illinois 
Bruce Misamore. senior 
(B.A.), president of Kappa 
Kappa Psi here and Wendy 
Burkett. senior lEd.l. Tau 
Beta Sigma president, are 
co-chairpersons for the 
three-day event 
Fraternity and sorority 
business will be the main 
purpose of the weekend 
convention, but other 
aspects of the organizations 
will also be discussed 
Highlighting the business 
of the convention will be the 
election of new district offi- 
cers, review of the district 
constitution and discussions 
of chapter procedures 
"It is our hope that 
through the discussions, 
participation and sharing of 
ideas from various chapters, 
we will better serve our 
universities' bands." Ms 
Burkett said 
Ralph Morgan of the 
Selmer Music Corporation 
will present a public clinic 
on Saturday afternoon at 4 in 
the Grand Ballroom. Union 
His topic will be recruiting 
for band programs and is 
entitled Stepping Stones 
and Stumbling Blocks" 
James E. Hof. University 
vice president of public ser- 
vices, will be the gucsl 
speaker at the Saturday 
evening banquet in the 
Grand Ballroom The BGSU 
Jazz Lab Band, under the 
direction of David Melle. 
will perform at the banquet 
According to Misamore. 
"We hope to gel people 
acquainted with the Bowling 
Green campus and to 
accomplish a good feeling 
throughout the district for 
Bowling tireen" 
The purposes of the two 
honoraries are to honor out- 
standing bandsmen, provide 
an atmosphere for all band 
members and lo render ser- 
vice to the University band 
program. 
Howdy Doody revival 
The Howdy Doody characters of 20 years 
ago will be reintroduced by Buffalo Bob 
Smith, the show's creator, in a special revival 
performance Wednesday. April 26 at 2 p.m. 
on the Findlay College campus 
The 54-year-old ex-vaudeville performer 
has returned from semi-retirement and is 
now on a nationwide tour of college 
campuses. 
The film of the tenth anniversary of the 
Howdy Doody Show featuring every member 
of the Doodyville gang highlights the two- 
hour show. 
Following an appearance in New York 
City's Fillmore East last year. Buffalo Bob 
has since appeared at Harvard. West Point 
and 50 other college campuses 
The revival show, sponsored by the Student 
Union Board, will be held in the Croy Gym 
Admission in $2.50 for adults and 50 cents for 
children Tickets are available at the Student 
Activities Office here 
GREENVIEW 
APTS. 
Love Thy Neighbor 
RENTING FOR FALL 
* 1 and 2 Br Apis 
• 9 and 12 Mo Leases 
• Pool. RK 
and Laundry Rooms 
* Ox Roasl 
■ Serious, but 
Swinging Management 
214 NAPOLEON RD. 
352-1195 
12-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 
WINTHR0P TERRACE 
North & South 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS 
for Fall Quarter and 
Summer School 
Apartments Assigned on a 
first come ■ first served 
basis 
OFFICE 
Winthrop South - 400 E. Napoleon Rd. 
Opont-5 
Phone 352-9135 
— OFFER — 
DURING APRIL 14-16, FRI., SAT., SUN. 
FREE COLD DRINKS 
AT 
RUDY'S HOT DOGS 
- You get a FREE cold drink for each 50c purchase 
Buy $2.00 and get FREE 4 drinks - 
"Come to Rudy's Hot Dogs for 
our delicious superdeluxe hot dogs. 
Only 25c 
OPEN 
10 AM  I AM. 
7 days a week 
Ph: 
999 S. MAIN 352- 9995 
"We're going lo 
Rudy t Hoi Dogs' 
Laurel, Hardy 
comedies here 
Two Laurel and t!ardy 
comedies, "Flying Deuces 
and The Music Box." will 
be shown Sunday at 7 and 9 
pm in 115Kducation Bldg 
Flying Deuces" is a fea- 
ture length film made in 1939 
which tells the story of a 
jilted Oliver 1'ardy. who is 
about to commit suicide by 
jumping into the Seine with a 
boulder tied to his neck 
The tragedy is averted, 
however, when Ollie. along 
with his buddy Stan, are 
talked into joining the For- 
eign Legion 
The climax to the story 
comes when the bunglings of 
the two lead lo court-martial 
and a sentence of death 
before the firing squad They 
escape, however, in an air- 
plane and after a wild ride 
they crash 
Laurel is unhurt Hardy is 
killed But then there is this 
horse which mysteriously 
reminds us of Hardy. 
"The Music Box "is a short 
subject made by Laurel and 
I'ardy. released in 1932. It 
won the Academy Award for 
the best short subject. 
The film explores the end- 
less variations on the prob- 
lem of trying lo deliver a 
piano lo an apartment at the 
top of an endless staircase. 
Admission is 50 cents. The 
program is sponsored by the 
"Journal of Popular Film" 
in cooperation with the Cen- 
ter for the Study of Popular 
Culture 
The Veldt' to 
be broadcast 
on WBGUFM 
"The Veldt", a science fte: 
lion story by Ray Bradbury. 
will be broadcast tonight at 
11 on WBGUFM 
The program is part of 
WBGU's weekly old time 
radio series. Radio in Retro 
spec! 
" + 
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•NOW SHOWING* 
1 20 9 30    Sal 6 Sun    2. 3 40. 5 25. 7 20. 9 30 
Many think this LOVE STORY is 
better than that other one. 
What do you think?... 
BOTH LOVE STORIES ARE ABOUT COLLEGE STUDENTS- 
ABOUT THEIR DEEP LOVE-THEIR "FALLING INS" AND 
THEIR "FALLING OUTS'—BOTH ARE EXCELLENT—     • 
Which is best ?...You decide...II 
People said triev were loo younq to many  and loo much in love lo slay apart 
^RICHARD 
CHAMBERLAIN    -V 
YVETTEMIMIEUX i*^ 
ARiiwttiiior temHOMOW umi 
J(;)YINIIH:M)KNIN(> 
IPPI---=-»J mm —© 
Distinguished Teacher 
Awards 
Annually the Parents Club spon- 
sors three $1,000 awards for teach- 
ing excellence. We would like in- 
terested students to submit the 
name of ONE professor from their 
college who they feel should be 
considered for this award. / 
CRITERIA: 
A. "Effective perform- 
ance as a teacher, including 
teaching techniques advise- 
ment and rapport with 
students." 
B. "Enrichment of in- 
struction through scholar- 
ship." 
SEND TO: 
BILL ARNOLD 
Coordinator of Academic Aff. 
by April 14 
405 St. Services 
Include your name, address 
and phone number 
Page 10/The M New, hUey. Ap.« 14, 1»7J 
Battered stickers to face Oberlin 
By JACK CARLE 
Sporti Editor 
"We're just trying to bring 
our people along.'' said 
lacrosse roach Mickey 
Cochrane. "We have had a 
lot of aggravating injuries 
and that type of thing We'll 
just try to keep on winning 
The stickers will try to 
keep their winning ways 
tomorrow as they entertain 
Oberlin College at 2 p.m. in 
the Stadium. 
•Oberlin is a capable 
team.'' said Cochrane 
"They could bust loose on 
someone at any time 
They're good enough to 
score more than they have 
been 
•"We can't relax on them 
for a minute." Cochrane 
said "They have two kids 
that combined for six goals 
on us last year and we'll 
have to watch out for them " 
The two key players for 
the Yeomen are midfielder 
Murray Heaton and attack- 
man Paul Matus They have 
been doing most of the scor- 
ing for Oberlin this season 
Oberlin's only victory of 
the season has been over 
Brockport. 7-6. with Beaton 
scoring three goals and 
Matus two 
THE FALCONS are 
still having problems in the 
midfield area where they 
have lost senior Barry 
Brandman for the season 
Senior Terry Cameron and 
freshman Bill Grimes have 
been idled this week due to 
minor injuries. 
"The biggest problem is 
getting them (midfield 
units l time together this 
week," said Cochrane 
"We're trying to work 
Grimes on the first unit, but 
we have had to hold him out 
this week And Cal Utzman 
is working in place of 
Cameron on the second 
unit." 
"Most of out middies are 
converted attackmen," 
Cochrane    said     "(Paul I 
Golfers travel; 
test Kepler field 
By JEFF MAYS 
Sports Writer 
•The Bowling Green golfers will face their sternest test of 
the young season when they tee-off this morning in the 17- 
t«am Kepler Invitational at Ohio State's Scarlet course 
The field will include every Mid-American Conference 
school and seven of the Big Ten schools, as well as 
independents Marshall. Cincinnati. Notre Dame and Ball 
State 
COACH JOHN PIPER is confident of the Falcons' chances 
in the tournament "We feel we can beat all the MAC 
schools." he said, "and if we do that, we should finish pretty 
high" 
Judging from the Falcons' invitational record thus far. 
Piper has reason to be confident. Although thou dual meet 
record is only 2-3. the linksmen have captured two trophies 
in the two invitationals in which they have played. 
The Falcons finished first in the Marshall Invitational last 
weekend and won the Northern Division title in the Miami 
(Fla I Invitational over spring break 
•'PURDUE AND Michigan State will be the tournament 
favorites, along with Ohio State, since they'll be playing on 
their home course." Piper said ' Miami and Kent are also 
tough." 
Big Ten power Indiana will be missing since it decided to 
accept an invitation to the presitgious all-American 
Tournament in Houston. Texas. 
The Falcons' line-up will remain the same for the 54-hole 
tournament, with captain Rick Faulk paying number-one 
man. followed by Ken Walters. Mark McConnell. Steve 
Blowers. Jim Stone and Tom Fortuna. 
Stamina and consistency will be the big factors for a good 
peformance. as 27-holes will be played each day 
Wayne. (Leifl Elsmo. 
Utzman and Grimes are all 
former attackmen. Paul has 
been doing a good job and 
the man-down defense 
(middies Bill Dencker and 
Craig Heinz) are also doing a 
good job " 
That man-down defense 
held Wittenberg scoreless on 
eight chances in Monday's 6- 
3 Falcon victory Also, for 
his 16-save performance in 
the Wittenberg game, goalie 
I.auri Turevon was named 
Midwest Player-of-the- 
Week 
THE OTHER PROBLEM 
for BG this year has been 
clearing the ball after a save 
by Turevon. The Falcons 
have been very unsuccessful 
in getting the ball down the 
field 
"Our clearing has been 
terrible." Cochrane said 
"The new zor ride that 
many teams are using has 
been hurting us It involves 
picking up the goalie early 
and that makes it difficult to 
clear F.veryone I've talked 
to is having problems with it. 
but not to the extent we 
are." 
The bright spot for the 
stickers so far has been the 
attack play of Laddie l.'oryl. 
Bob    Decker    and    Vern 
Zabeck In the last two 
games Bowling Green has 
only taken 34 shots, but has 
connected on 15 of them. 
Of the six goals scored in 
Monday's win over Witten- 
berg, three came on broken 
plays and three on the extra- 
man offense. 
Cochrane indicated that 
the team needs the ball on 
offense about 50 per cent of 
the time to be effective, but 
it has had it only about 30 per 
cent of the time. 
The one fear Cochrane has 
is that the opposition 
defenses will soon start to 
gang-up on the BG attack, if 
the midfield units don't start 
producing goals 
"We need a balanced 
attack. If they shut-off our 
attack, then we could be 
hurting," Cochrane said. 
COCHRANE       WILL 
looking for improvement 
tomorrow against Oberlin 
because next week's game 
will be against league favor- 
ite Denison. 
The Falcons and the Big 
lied have been trading 
league championships in 
recent years, although this 
season Kenyon is 2-0 in the 
league and 5-0 overall. 
Denison is 1-0 in the league 
and 1-1 overall. 
Tom Lightvoet 
Diamondmen to ploy 
Bv JOE BURCHICK 
Sports Writer 
Riding the crest of a four- 
game winning streak, includ- 
ing a 9-3 verdict over Eas- 
tern Michigan Tuesday, the 
Bowling Green baseball 
team is hoping to finally get 
its Mid-American Con- 
ference season off the 
ground with a three-game 
series at Kent State 
The weather, a bugaboo 
for the Falcon baseballers so 
far this season, appears 
bright for this weekend's 
series, at least for today's 
330 p in series lidlifter. as 
sunny skies are supposedly 
in order 
"WE'RE IN pretty good 
shape physically, but we've 
had our limitations in prac- 
tice due to the weather." 
coach Don Purvis said "We 
haven't been able to practice 
much on our field, as it has 
been very wet due to the rain 
this past week." 
Kent State, carrying an 
overall 4-6-1 mark and a 3-3 
slate since returning from 
its spring trip, appears 
headed for greener pastures 
this season under new coach 
Art Welch. Last year's 
record was 7-19 
The Golden Flashes sport 
two outstanding hitters in 
Kon DeGrand and Hick 
Brown In Kent's 11 games 
this season. DeGrand is hit- 
ting over 400 while Brown 
holds the Kent home run 
record with seven 
Kent also has a quartet of 
fireballing righthanded 
pitchers in Jack Palmer. 
Don Shisila. John Polgar and 
Mike Partick 
Last season, the Falcons 
took all three games from 
Kent here by 6-5. 10-7 and 3-2 
scores. 
THE FALCONS' lineup 
should be pretty much the 
same as in previous games 
with Rich Clapp. Gary Haas. 
Rod Allen and either Mike 
Sullivan or Mark Animons 
handling the infield duties 
Paul Miles. Tim Pettorini 
and either Mike Wood or 
Dave Fox will play the out- 
field Rick Arbinger will 
handle the catching with Ron 
Wellmon   or  Dave  Turner 
spelling him Saturday. 
In the pitching depart- 
ment. Ric Richmond. Dan 
Hebel or Steve Price will get 
the starting nod for today's 
game, while Mike Frilling 
and Jim Meerpohl are def in- 
ltes for Saturday's double- 
header 
After the Kent series the 
Falcons return to local 
grounds where, weather 
permitting they will get 
their home schedule under- 
way with a doubleheader 
Tuesday against Michigan. 
Baseball strike over ; 
play begins tomorrow 
M*.Ft*K>Q JiH» Pnonirpohl 
BY     THE     ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
The baseball strike ended 
in its 13th day yesterday 
when the owners and players 
agreed to start the 1972 
season tomorrow without 
rescheduling any of the 86 
games postponed by the 
player-walkout 
The end of the strike came 
after day long discussions 
between the owners, 
meeting in Chicago, and the 
Players' Association, in New 
York, that resulted in a 
three-part proposal made by 
the owners and accepted by 
the players 
The proposal was that the 
season start tomorrow, none 
of the postponed games be 
replayed and no money be 
paid the players for the 
games postponed during the 
first general strike in the 
103-year history of the sport. 
Announcement of the 
settlement    was    made 
simultaneously in New 
York, by Marvin Miller, 
executive director of the 
players' association, and. in 
Chicago, by Commissioner 
Bowie Kuhn. 
MILLER immediately 
hailed it as a triumph for the 
players. 
"Clearly the players have 
triumphed in something that 
few people thought they 
could or would do." Miller 
asserted. "They have stood 
together." Miller also 
insisted that "this could 
have been settled last 
Sunday", emphasizing that 
there never was a "back pay 
issue. It all came about 
because the owners wanted 
to reschedule all the games 
The players never asked for 
backpay " 
Because of the fact that 
games postponed will not be 
rescheduled, the season now 
will range from 153* games 
for some teams to 156 games 
for other teams 
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Clear Goalie lauri Turevon (10) attempts to clear the ball during the Corlland Slat* gam* last weak. Turevon was Midwest Player-of-the-Week for his 16 saves in 
the Wittenberg game. 
Netters meet 3 foes 
Rough weekend planned 
three this year," Gill 
explained if he's playing 
three they have to have one 
of the better teams in the 
Midwest." 
Nevertheless. Gill is hop- 
ing to have a good close 
match with Miami. 
Because of the good wea- 
ther and a chance to practice 
more, there is no doubt that 
we have improved." said 
Gill "We're going into our 
match in the best shape we 
have been all year. The 
results all depend on 
whether our guvs start to 
come through There's no 
reason why we couldn't 
squeak out five wins " 
IN    ADDITION    to    the 
improved caliber of play. 
Gill noted lineup changes for 
the netters in the upcoming 
three matches. 
Dan Ryan has beaten Tim 
Hoover in two challenge 
matches to lake over the 
number three spot in singles. 
Hoover, then, moves down 
to fourth singles while Brad 
Malcom maintains his fifth 
position Tim Howell will be 
playing sixth singles. 
At first doubles will be 
Tom Lightvoet and Bill 
Oudsema Oudsema. along 
with Ryan, have experienced 
their difficulties in breaking 
into a respectable season 
They both, however, are 
showing signs of con- 
sistency, according to Gill. 
Second doubles will be 
Ryan and Malcolm, while 
third doubles will be Ron 
Dredge and Tim Howell. 
After Miami's match 
today the netters will be 
hosting Wayne State tomor- 
row morning and Eastern 
Michigan. Monday after- 
noon. 
Gill feels that if the team 
can "put everything 
together" they have a 
chance to win all three of the 
matches. 
"IF WE LOSE one match 
this weekend, as long as we 
play fairly close. I won't feel 
Tacy resigns 
WINSTON-SALEM. N.C. lAP) - Carl Tacy. who directed 
Marshall University's basketball team to a 23-4 record and 
12th ranking nationally, was named head coach at Wake 
Forest University yesterday. 
His selection was announced at a news conference by Dr 
Gene Hooks, athletic director of the Atlantic Coast 
Conference school. 
Hooks declined to reveal the salary or length of contract 
beyond saying that it was for more than one season. 
Tacy. 39, played college basketball at Davis and Elkins in 
West Virginia He then coached high school teams for 
several years before becoming head coach at Ferrum Junior 
College in Virginia for three years. 
From there he went to Marshall as an assistant and last 
season became head coach. 
Jack McCloskey resigned last week after six years at 
Wake Forest to become coach of the Portland Trail Blazer of 
the National Basketball Association. 
By AGOSTON A V Arts AN Yl 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Falcon netters will be 
facing perhaps the best team 
in the Mid-American con- 
ference today as they host 
Miami in a tennis dual 
Karlier in the season 
Cincinnati appeared to be 
the best team in the Falcon 
lineup, according to Falcon 
tennis coach Bob Gill Cin- 
cinnati, however, dropped 
their bout with Miami early 
in the season 
"Miami looks like the best 
in the MAC to date." said 
Gill Tin hoping that within 
a month this won't be true." 
Miami has three or four 
new men on the team who 
should pose a definite threat 
to the Falcon netters. 
according to Gill 
"1 know we've got to be an 
underdog because their num- 
ber one player last year, a 
real strong player, is playing 
Women s 
The women's tennis team 
swings into action this week- 
end as the women try to 
defend the state champion- 
ship title they captured last 
year. 
Their first match of the 
season is tomorrow against 
the University of Dayton at 
11 a.m. on the tennis courts 
behind the Ice Arena. 
The women netters are 
returning Pat Stager. Toni 
Meiss and Sharon Kennedy 
in the singles division and 
Pam Dean. Janet Wonder- 
leigh. Pat Fleming. Judy 
Pemberton. Amy Smith and 
Sue Robinson on the doubles 
competition. 
unusually bad about our pro- 
gress." Gill said "But if we 
lose more than one match 
out of the three I'll feel that 
we have not made as much 
progress as I had hoped 
But I'm not anticipating 
losing to anybody." Gill 
added 
Gill thinks that the Eas- 
tern match will be the tell- 
tale sign of the amount of 
progress made by the team. 
"The Eastern match will 
show us if we've improved 
any in the last two weeks." 
said Gill Eastern is slightly 
a better team than Central- 
to    whom    the    Falcons 
dropped a match 4-5. 
Gill talked of earlier 
matches as mere building 
blocks of what was yet to 
come. 
"Our whole season is 
wrapped up in the con- 
ference tournament, dual 
matches mean nothing as far 
as our conference finish is 
concerned." explained Gill. 
"I have a feeling that we're 
going to be ready for the con- 
ference tournament in May 
and be a real threat 
Match times are Miami at 
2 30 today. Wayne State at 
9:30 tomorrow and Eastern 
Michigan at 2 p.m Monday. 
Now offering Mon thru Fri 
DOUBLE BUBBLE 
4-8 p.ms 
MOUJARD JonmonS 
1630 E. Wooster. B.C. 
live entertainment 
Fri. & Sat 9-1 
3 2 draft beer on tap 
STALMVM 
BOWLING GREEN — TEL.   352-0265 
HELD OVER - 4th WEEK! 
NOW! — Monday thru Thursday   8 P.M 
Friday   7 5 10 - Sat    2.30. 7 & 10   Sun    2. 5, 8 P.M. 
STUDENT PRICES FOR THURSDAY 
AND SUNDAY WIU NOT APPLY TO 
'THE GODFATHER" 
BRAVO.BRANDOS GODFATHER 
"THE TEARS FIRST BUILT SATISFTIIM, M CIMMIKUU. 
MEMCM FHM. ME If TK MST IMTAL AM MM 
CHRONKLES Of AMERICAN LM EfER DfSIBNES WITHIN 
THE LIMITS Of POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT 
-MMWieMl.NMftATIMi 
"A SUPERIOR MM Of POPULAR EHTMTMMEim 
REMINtS US Of THE VANISHED PLEASURES Of THE Oil- 
FASHhMEl SANCSTER MOVIES I WHAT MORE COWI WE 
POSSHJLT WAHT FROM A MOW? HOW OFTEN. THESE IATS 
00 WE SET AHTTHUM IKE ALL THAT? 
AKKarilOUcWI IMOMfMM 
"THE SOOf ATHER' IS A MM THAT SEEMS TO HAH 
ITRITTMW WARMTH. VIOLENCE. HOSTALUA, THE 
CHARISMA Of MARLON IRAHtt IN ONE Of MS FUKST 
rERfORMANCES. AH0 THE DTHASTK SWEEP Of AH 
ITALIAN-AMERICAN RONE WITH THE Ml" 
Thev- TIIPV- 
